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This final report documents the results of a study pert'ornled under NASA Con
tract NAS 9°-15779. The study wns conducted under tim technical direction of the
Contracting Officer's Representative (COR)0 llerbcrt G. Patterson, Systems l)csign,
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• Program Requirements Document - Volume 3
o Supporting Analysis. Volume 4
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}_':_.._. I _ INTRODUCTION
The intent of the Mission Handbook is to define for the reader how the MOTV may
be used tosupport futurespace missions, Some 20 genericmissionsh_ve been de-
:.
,,_ fined, each one representative of the types of missions expected to be flown in the
i :7 future. MOTV support of these 20 missions is defined in detail and illustrates the full
i_i:-- functional and performance capabilities of the MOTV. The user, by turning to the
_'_! appropriate generic mission nearest describing the one he has in mind,, can thus select
t !:
the MOTV configuration best supporting that mission. More complex missions involving'
_i- several flights of an MOTV requiring a mixture of various generic missions can also be
_ constructed from the basic 20 missions described herein. Besides describing the pro-
'_:: pulsive and functional capabilities required of the MOTV to support a particular mis-
sion, the Handbook also contNns data to enable the user to determine the number of
! STS flights needed to support the mission, mission-peculiar equipment requirements,
,. parametrics on mission phasing and AV requirements, ground and flight support re-













-. 2 _ M!S_ION SELECTION CRITERIA
" The objective8 of the _eneric missions are to provide reall_tie, oper_ltloimlly fo,aslblo,,
but stringe,_t, mi;_sions to exorel_e the MOTV ._ystemu to their maximum plammd eapa _
bility wherever possible. These _nisuions form the basis for deriving MO°rV functions
..... and perf_rmance__ requirements. With this objective in mind the following g'uidelino, s
! ]:i!:i and assumptions apply to the missions described herein.
_ ,. 2.1 POTENTIAL USER PROGRAMS SUMMARY
F_"-i. Figure 2-I is a summary of potential user programs and appropriate references for
i ....,:_ each. Thse programs f,.r,ned the background in deriving' the generic missions de-
_:' _:_ scribed below. Although the generic missions cannot be related to these user programs
_ : on a one-to-one basis, they do incorporate the essential characteristics of many .of the
_: ! user programs.
! _ %'/,
_:;. 2.2 GROUNDRULES & ASSUMPTIONS
i_:: _ The following groundrules and assumptions were used in developing the material
k'iii?i presented in this handbook.
Li:_,_, • Mission Phases - Figure 2.-2 identifies the mission phases with respect to the over-
':!_i_ all MOTV mission The handbook focuses on "OTV Mission ' "
- . Operatmns and treats
: '_+:_ the other phases in a h_,ss detailed manner.
_z:: • Abort timelines are not part of the handbook nor are contingency operations.
_ • Within the domain of "OTV Mission Operations" are those functions and tasks con-! : :5
! !_i_ cerned with "Vehicle Operation and Control" and those concerned with "Sortie
i_i_,.:;i,. Operations." The timeline developed in this handbook relates primarily to "Sortie
i _:_,! Operations (see Fig. 2-3).
i ::_:_i • All "Sortie Operations" are conducted IVA whenever possible. EVA is provided
L :,:i,_! for contingency and emergency operations, It is assumed that EVA will be neces-
i::,_i sary twice per sortie mission except for passenger transport missions PI to P4
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e ,_I=ILITTLI_ LAUNCH TO ORBI_T • OTV MI_ION OPERATIONI_
LAUNCH TO ORBIT _L=E'O_CONTROI=,
=- ORBITER RENDEZVOUS & DOCK/BERTH (CONSTRUCTION, INSPECTION, SERVICE, ETC}
SORTIE OPERATIONS
e OTV DEPLOYMENT &C/_
VEHICLE DEPLOYMENT = APOTVDE$CENT
- OTV ORBITAL STORAGE = 'FRAN{IFER ORBIT INSERTION
= OTV SYSTEM BUILD UP - PHASING ORBIT INSERTION
- CREW TRANSFER .= CIRCULARIZATION
- PRE.ASCENT CHECKOUT
• _APO'rvRETRIEVAL
• OT._V_CCENT - ORBITERRENDEZVOUS&DOCK/BERTH
- PHASING ORBIT INSERTION - CREW TRANSFER
- TRANSFER ORBIT INSERTION - PAYLOAD TRANSFER
- MISSION ORBIT INSERTION - OTV SYSTEM REMOVAL
-- ORBIT ADJUSTMENT OR -- VEHICLE RETRIEVAL
RENDEZVOUS & DOCK/BERTH
• ORBITER REENTRY & LANDI.NG
'_"='_3J_.OFIBj T-&_R E"ENTR y
1776.402W - LANDING
i i i ii i iii i i pill ii i ii
Fig. 2-30TV FlightOperationPhases
• 'the APOTV is baselined for all MOTV operations
• The maximum warning time due to solar storms is 12 hr. No storm shelter is pro-
vided for GEO or HEO missions, therefore, abort within their 12 hr warning
period is imperative. For the Deep Space mission, P4, a shelter is provided due to
the long journey time, 14 days, to orbit.
• Mission Timeline Groundrules are as shown in Fig. 2-4.
• Typical work/rest cycles for transit periods between earth and GEO and return are
shown in Figs. 2-5 and 2-6.
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• NOMINAL CHECKOUT (ASSUMING REMOTE MANIPULATOR COMPLEXITY) ~ 5 MIN
• TYPICAL SUBSYS MODULE INSTALLATIOI ~ 50 MIN
INCLUDES
- UNSTOW. TRANSLATE & ATTACH MOUNTING PAD, ~ 5 MIN
- UNSTOW, TRANSLATE 20m, POSITION & ALIGN MODULE ~ 5 MIN
- ADJUST & FASTEN MODULE MECHANICAL ATTACHMENTS ~ S MIN
- ATTACH ELECTRICAL CONNECTORS (POWER & DATA READOUT) 5 MIN
- NOMINAL CHECI_/OUT S MIN
25 MIN
- PLUS ADDED TIME FOR INSPECTION & SET UP SAY 25 MIN
OR 50 IN
• DEPLOY ANTENNAS I MIN/METER RADII
• OPERATE BEAM MACHINE 1 MIN/METER
• DEPLOY STEM DEVICES 1 MINI3 METERS
• TYPICAL NESTED TUBE (i.e., DIXIE CUP) CONSTRUCTION 10 MIN EACH
INCLUDES
- UNNEST, TRANSLATE & JOIN DIXIE CUP STRUTS ~ 2 MIN
(AUTOMATE)
- TRANSLATE 20 m & ALIGN 3 MIN
- ADJUST & F,_STEN TO FITTINGS (BO'l H ENDS) 5 MIN
10 MIN
• [)EPLOY SOLAR ARRAY 10 MIN
1776.403W
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3 - Generic Ml_Mon Summary
Tile following is a summary of 20 generic Inl_¢_lon _menario_ ; seven have been select r,
_d for detailed study _ ilhmtration.
From the data presented here specifies for more complex missions may be drawn
from the seven generic missions which rover a variety of categories & .on--,_:bit func_
tions. Thus, nearly any mission desired may be compiled from both the basic missions
presented here plus the mission parameters. The proper MOTV configuration can then
be selected. Figures 3-1 through 3-8 summarize the salient features and performance




,CATEOO,R* S_Ot ORE,T(k.) CREWtDAYS_ OESCR,.m ,N*mPECT,ON
_ _N1GEO .O" 2 4" .S_,ENTIF,CSA'TE'LiT(REV,'SITSoSERWCEIN_ECTIONr_ .sO ,S. 3 . MDOULARLEVELSERV,CEERo MERQREPAIR
SERVICE _ _1_O 2966 3 27 COMPONENTLEVELSERVICE& UPDATE R - RETRIEVAL
& S3(n) GEO 2600 2 21 SERV& UPDATENUCLPWROSATS OP=OPER.LGSPACE
REPAIR (b) GEO 2000 2 3 REPLACENUCLREACTOR SYSTEMP= PASS.TRANSPORT
ER_ OS0 4S3 2 4 EMEROENCYREPA*R(GE0) ORoDEemSREMOVAL
_ 12RR/. 27_ 2 4 ,EME,,_CVREPAIp(.,fOL. CoCO,T
R1 12H,/. 4_00" 3 2 PAaEDSATELLITE UC: UNMAN.CARDO
0. oso .0 z :TEN,--STo_
OPERATIONOF p'l GEO 1683 2 4 3 MANC1_SWROTATION/RESUPPLY
A LARGE _1 GEO 448_ 2 4 10MANCREWROTATIONIRESUPPLY [] SELECTEDSPACESYSTEM GEO 16,819 2 4 30MANCREWROTATION/RESUPPLY FORDETAILED
_1 DEEP STUDYSPACE 3364 2 30 6MANCREW"_OTATION/;,,£_UPPLY
DEBRIS _ GEO 6600 2 9 REMOVEOEERISFROMA46(`SECTOROFREMOVAL OEO
C1 16,000 2 3 UNFOLDWIREWHEELANTENNA
C2 16,000 3 6 UNFOLDCOMMUNPLATFORM
CONSTRUCTION C_ OEO 17,000 3 B PREFABCOMMUNPLATFORM5, 7 AUTOFABCO MUN
110,536 3 14ISletS AUTOFABSPOA- 2 17 MODUL RASSYSPOA
UNMANNED UC VARIOUS 15,060 I NONE SECONDARYROLE
CARBO __ SO,OCOI 177o-4ot_w
Fig. 3-1 Generic Missions
3-1
NNNNNNNI_T__n_
MI&CJlONDURATION NOMINAL RESERVE TOTAL MISSION DURATION NOMINAl. RE_;ERVE TOTAL
13AY_ REG.KWHR KWHR DAYS REG.KWHR KWHR
IN1 3,0 230 143 373 DR1 8,3 644 143 087
81 19 1131 143 1274 C1 3 157 143 300
82 27 1037 143 1780 C2 5 6 _47 143 490
8(o) 21 C3 6.0 370 143 619
(h) 3
OR1 3.6 208 143 351 C4 &8 435 143 578
ER2 3.4 230 143 3'/3 C5 _ 5 427 143 570
R1 2,5 130 143 281 f 14 838 143 1081
OP1 16 1100 143 1249 C0 20 1836 143 1980
P1 4 230 143 373
: P2 4 264 192 406 UC TB0
P3 4 310 330 652
P4 30 2796 173 296P
: _776.407w
: Fig. 3-2 Missi()n Energy Requirements
" L
_ ON.ORBIT
ORBIT PHASING ASSUMES9 HR WORK/DAY IVA
LEO OPS+ Xfr
: _ TO RBIT






.. GENERIC MISSION IN1 $1 $2 $3 ER1ER2 R1 OP1 P1P2P3P4 )RI C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6
CREWSIZE 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 '3 3 3 3 3 2
SKILLS-PILOT/ 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2 1/1
MISSION SPEC 1/1 1/1 1/2 1/2
NO. PASSENGERS 1 8 28 4
1776-40BWL








,. ASCENTTO FROM ON.ORBIT MOTV
•.._ ORBIT ORBIT TIME t DURATION NO, CREW
! :__ ,, .
.i_,_i_, _N1 0.TS 1._ 1,6 _.8 2
!: INSPECTION Sl 0.76 1.2 16,8 18.8 2
_- SERVICE & 62 0.75 1.2 24,9 26,9 2
___ REPAIR S3(a) 0,75 1.2 18,6 20,6 2
i (b) 0,76 1.2 2,5 4.4 2
._:- ER2 0,75 1.2 1,4 3,4 2
L_ R1 0,75 1.2 0,5 2.5 2
i OP1 O.7E '1.2 14.0 16.0 2
_:" OPERATION OF P1 0.75 1,2 2,0 4,0 3
! ,_ A LARGE P2 0,75 1.2 2,0 4,0 10
[ _i._ SPACESYSTEM P3 0.75 1.2 2,0 4,0 30
! :'- P4 13,6 14,0 2,0 _.9.6 (Jr o_.
i
- DEBR,S DR1 0.76 1.2 6.3 8.3 2
_:c: REMOVAL
_! m J , ,
,--,..... C1 0.75 1,2 0,9 2,9 2
[ _._- • C2 0,75 1,2 3,6 5,6 3
r_'_--_':" C3 0.75 1.2 4,0 6,0 3
_;, CONSTRUCTION C4 0.75 1.2 4,8 6.8 3
_,_ C5 0,75 x 4 1,2x4 11.7 x 2,7 13.7/4,7/ 3
_ × 3 4,7 t4.7
=;_' _ C6 0.75 1.2 14,7 16.7 2I Z_':
i ;ii_!_ ................ ¢
: ,-. UNMANNED UC 0
I CARGO









IN£P£GIION, £ERVICE & REPAIR
EQUIPM ENT IN I :;I !;2 S3(_t) 83(I)) E R1 [:1;12
e MANIPULATOHS
° R[ ACIt (m) ?!, :' _) ,' t. :_ li 2+.5 2,B 3.()
- DOF / / I 7 ] /
• NO. REQD. 2 ;' 2 2 2 3
- UNI'f WGT (k,,1) 195 1/:' l:;t, 195 195 185 210
e STARII.IZE'F1 FOR BEH'/14}NG
. I._IL:ACtt(m) :' ;' ;' "_ 2 2 2
+DOF 4 ,I 4 4 4 4 ,1
- NO. I<t()l). 1 { 1 1 1 I 1
• UNIT WGT (MI bt.I bll bU B0 ,50 50 50
• EVA SUITS
+TYPE/NO, REQD. GEOi2 GEOY2 GEO/2 GEO/2 GEO/2 GEO/2 GEO/2
-NO, EVA'S PERMISSION (NORM OR EMERG) 2(EMERG) 2 (EMERG_ 2(EMERG) ._(EMEI"]G) 2(EMEHGI 1 (EMERG) 1 (FMERG)
- ENDURANCE TIME/EVA (HR) 6 6 6 _ O 6 6
• MAD PROI+ECTION RE()D, NQ NO NO YES YES NO NO
- TETHER YES YES YES YES YES YES _ ES
- UNIT WGT (kg) 137.5 137.5 137,5 137.5 137.5 137.5 137.5
e MMU'S
° NO. REQD.
. MAX, RANGE/EVA (m)




- UN;T WGT (l<g)
• C/O & CALIB EQUIP.
- TYPE OF C/O St.IBSYST CID MMS+ ANT. COMP.+ AN1". CORP. -+ ANT. FEED SURV ',:AT,
REQD, FEED C/O FEED CIO .4 ANT - _ COMP. C/Q SUBSY,ST C/O
CRYOFLUIDREPLENtSHMENT FEEDC/O -
WGT ALLOCATION (kg} 10 10 10 30 - 10 10
® EQUIP. STOWAGE HACKS, CONTAINERS
TYPF EXP TRAY RACK MMS TWT HOLDERS BLACK - ANT.+EQUIP. SENSOI{ MOD+
t4OL[)ERS BOX - HOLD, S/A ' I_CS
N(), REQD, 1 12 40 RACKS 2 HOLDERS 2 H()I.I)ERS
SIZE (m) 1 x 1 1.2xl.2x0.46 04x0.6×0.9 30mANT.4COMP _AI{I IS





OPEFI OF A L_ I)I_t]FII,q q:llN_i fltUCllO
_PACE _Y_T RI_MOVAL
ER2 R1 OP1 PloP4 DR1 ('1 ('2, ................ _',-_=
3.0 2.5 2,5 4.0 4 4 4
7 / '1 / I I /
3 _,' 2 ? '1 2 2
210 195 195 237 23'/ 2:]'1 23;
2 2 :? 2
4 4 4 4
1 1 1 I
50 bO 50 50
GEO/2 GEO/2 GEO/2 1 LEO+I IN- GEOi2 GEO/2 GEO/3 L40/3
1 (EMERG) 1 (EMERG) 2 (EMERG) CABIN/CREWMEN 1 (EMERG) 2 (EMENG) 2 (EMEt_G) ',?(EMERE
6 [3 6 6 6 6 6 6
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO N(
YES YES YES NO YES YES YES YE
137,5 137.5 137.5 137.5 13"/,5 137,5 137,5
_ 2 _ 2
I00 _ 100
135 . 135
- INT'L DOCK INT'L DOCK
1 1 "
408 408 -
SURV SAT, SAFING & SUBSYST + SAFING & ANT.FEED 4 SUBSYST 4
SUBSYST C/O C/O INSTR C/O CIO ANT,PATTERN C/O ANT. FEED C/(_)
5 kg CH2+5 k,_CF-14
10 10 10+ 10' 20 10 10 10
SENSOR MOD 4- P/L RET. LATCHES SAMP TRAY _ RCS RESUPPLIES STOW.FIACK 17 ANT.PACKAGES
S/A _ RCS -_SUBSYS i 2 S/A + SS
2 HOLDERS 4LATCHES LATCHES+ BRACKETS 49 LATCHES 1 60 LATCIIES
VAHIOUS VAHIOUS 16 BOXES (3 EA) 3 m THIANGLE VAHIOUS






'(_ OEBItI,'; UNMANNI_i'. CON,qTHUCTION
" FII_MOVAL GARGO
:' ;,PI,P4 t}t]l C1 (32 C3 C4 (JB C6 U(3
;;_-:: 4,0 4 4 4 4 4 25
--_ '1 / / '/ '/ 7 i
2 1 2 '2 2 ? 2
=_,' ': 237 237 231 23 / 237 23 i 502
.: 4 4 4
:,_ 1 1 1
_;'" 50 5O _0
::,,- ..... ,. • -----
-_:'4.1 IN, GEe/2 GEe/2 GEe/3 GEe/3 GEe/3 GEOI3 GEe/2
Ii,S/CREWMEN 1 (EMEItG) 2(EMERG) 2(EMERG) 2(EMERG) 2 (EMERG) 2 (EMEFIG) 2(EMER(;)
_i!: e 6 6 5 5 G _
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
;' ,;' NO YES YES YES YES ,vrs YES YES
=-i:._ 137,5 137.5 137.5 137.5 137.5 137.5 137.5 137.5
::_! 2 _ 2 2 2
. 1O0 1O0 1O0 100




./,.-408 - - _
,,,,!it , ,...... , , ,,, ,, .... , ,,,
,. SAFING & ANT,FEED + SUBSYST + SUBSYST 4 SUBSYST _ SUBSYST SUBSYST
_/-. C/O ANT.PAI-I"ERN C/O ANT. FEED C/O ANT.FEED CIO ANT.FEED C/O C/O C/O
" 10 10 10 10 1C 10 10
#._iI................ - ....
i_#LI ES STOW.RACK 17 ANT,PACKAGES
4 2 S/A + SS SAME AS SAME AS
i '_'CHES I 60 LATCH ES C2 C2 rBD
c
':lIES (3 EA) 3 m TRIANGLE VAHIOUS VARIOUS VARIOUE
[, : 5 100 b 5 5
t
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. BEAM SIZI (m)
,UNITWLII Ik!l)
• EVA "l-oogl_ _ .... "..... I
-TYPES TOOl: LIST / TOOl. I,I,ST I'OOL LIST TOOL LISI' TOOL LIST TOOL LIST 'fOUL LkS'r-EST TOTAL WGT (k!l) 2b ?b 2b 2b 2B 2B 2b
g St'[C, I.]IAI,_NOSTIC EOUIP.
-TYPE PART, PART, ELECT. ANALYZER ELECT.& REMO'
I]ET DET ScANi'q ERS
- EST WGT (ks) - 10 10 20 30
_' AI H II:)CK
- "[ YPE " -" --
- UNIT WGT (kq ....
.... ,__" " / EOP'E'I::I. " ..... PSUo,,, tP_U}
-CONTHOL STATION LOCATION/NO.IqEQD, .... MOTV/1 MOTV/I
1000 -. 1000
- MAX RANGE (m) - - 1100/1481 _ 612
-EST UNITWGT kq) ....
• CttEI3RY PICKER
-oPEN/CLOSE D
NOMANIP, ARMS/REACH (m) - -
_NO, GRAPPLERS/REACH Ira) -
- EST WGT (kq) ..... =
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Fig, 3-5 Generic Mi,_sionEquipment R_quirements (Contd)
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!: __ ............. , _ ....................... ,===,=_-====,:,=,_ ............... - _ .
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i ......................
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i ,_: :' ...................
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I
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;.ANS ! PA,N T.ANS T"ANS ..OVAL .... .CT,ONCO.ST.U
L _ P2 | ===p3---.--, ==--- P4 .-. ORI CONSTcR1ITeM C2
O_PL{)'_ RE_RN I-
• MI,_81(}FI li|}Wl_
' FIt_PI._CEMEN1 MODULES 3818 1351 14319 5064 2864 867 = _ =
_:OMPONENT3, _PARES, ETC
•= 8ATEL.LI_ E .......... (5500), , " = 1_O0 - 16000
.o SA'I, SLRVICING, RCS, ETC 667 112 2500 4_0 500 83 - _
• ON-ORBIT MISSION EQUIP.
- MANIPULATOR _ ......... 474 474 237 23"/ 474
- STABILIZEF( FUH BERTIIING ......... 50 50 ....
.... EVA & IN.CABIN SUITS 321 321 491 491 306 306 275 275 275 276 283
- MMU=_ ....
....... -- -- 270 270 ..-
-- DOCKING ADAPTER 408 40_ 408 40R 408 408 .......
- C/O 8_CALIB EQUIP .....
...... 10 ,; 10 10 10
- EQUIP. STOW. ACKS, CONTAIN. - --L -- --
=- FIXTURFS & JIGS _ - - 100 100 - - 300
....... ' - 50 5U _0
- BEAM BUILDERS .......
- EVA TOOLS 25 25 25 25 26 25 25 25 25 25 25
- SPEC DIAG EQUIP .........
- AIR LOCK .......
- TELEOPER/PROP. STAB. UNITS ............
-- CHERRY PICKEF .....
- STORM SHELTI _ ...... 1369 1369 - -
-- OTHER ' - - -
• CREW MODULE 3861 3861 8307 8307 4866 4866 2980 2980 2807 2807 3163
• CONTINGENCY o* 906 906 1404 1404 1402 1402 902 902 854 854 966
TOTAL 10006 6984 27454 16119 11740 9326 4816 4816 14528 4528 21241
'IP
• 1ST C5 FLT; REMAINING 3 FLTS HAVE 28,898 kg DEPLOYE
• *25% OF ON-ORBIT MISSION EQUIP. PLUS CREW MODULE LESS CREWAND CONSHMABLES
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I
....... I .......... 'i500 .....
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!
_' 2980 2807 2807 3163 3163 3163 3163 3186 3186 3343 3343 3119 3119 5000 2000
902 854 854 966 966 I 1054 1054 1057 1057 1105 1105 872 872 TO TO
4816 14528 4528 21241 5241 22679 5679 20705 5705 37419 5913 4741 4741 50.000 20.000
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i_ _,.. _ .,, _,
_,_, MODULES (12) _ /"
-_'.- - STORAGE BIN ON
:_ NOSE OF ONE DROP
!_,i • TANK
_2. " PAY LOAD S3(a )
_ :_zi_'-! kgRETURNED' 10,000 RI._j. _ S2/" op 4
_:-%: ER,,SL_IIW'eeP2 C_
_ _z¢l_°P, e%(b, c
--:_:':- A_P1 (_ 1 C2
_ii_ _" IN1, ER1
_4:! / DR,,C_I , B , I
_ ` 010,000 20,000 30,000
_--_.:. PAYLOAD DEPLOYED, kg
_'_' 1776-600W





















, NOSEOF ONE DROP
10000 - G-P.4.O TANK
RETURNED, --- -O
kg ER_. 0
5000 /_DRI _ C3
/
/
• |,, I I _ I . I
0 5000 10000 15000 20000 25000
1776-412W PAYLOAD DEPLOYED, kg
Fig. 3-8 MOTV Generic Mission Payload Requirements
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4 - GENERIC MISSION DESCRIPTION
" This section presents a vivid description of each of the basic 20 generic mission
:.. scenarios. Aided by these descriptions, the role and subsequent configuration of





4.1 GENERIC MISSION IN1 - INSPECTION OF A GEO ENVIRONMENTAL SATELLITE
P
_: Mission Description: A large-scale GEO environmental intaraction experiment platform
: similar to that depicted in the figure is revisited two years after it was initially de _
*::, ployed. The purpose of the revisit is to inspect material samples left on the satellite,
replace some of them with new ones, and retrieve others for further analysis back on
,_....- earth. In addition, standard servicing of the satellite's subsystems such as RCS fluid
:"_, replenishment would also be done.
-:'- Characteristics:
:'_, Weight . ....... . . . . 7000 kg
/ Size
_ ' Length ............ I00 m
Width ........ 20 m
_: Power ............. RTG :_ /
:=" Orbit ......... GEO /_i___
-_:_:........ Timeframe .... Late 80s _
:.... Life/Servicing Period 20/1 yr• ' • • ' G
_ 0721-046W POINTS
-_ Rationale for MOTV Use: Ra_
• Man is required to inspect and change material samples and depends on the
__?::: results of his inspection
_:_:, • Servicing of the satellite subsystems such as fluid replenishment for RCS
=;/
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'=:.- ACTIVITIES/EVENTS 4 B 12 16 HOURS
;i,',_ I I I ' I I I I I I I I




°:'_;': REBERTH rl IF NEEDED
°"_' I._ - IVA PRIMARY REPAIR MOOE
._i,i.:; INSPECT, REPLACE & RETRIEVE MATLS
;-":! SERVICE RC$ PROPELLANT TANKS
==,_'i,_ REBERTH
':"'., SERVICE RCS PROPELLANT TANKS
.iL'"
_'_', CHECK OUT & RELEASE SPACECRAFT
. 'io
_' 16 HR:20 MIN
:_i'_ MISSION
--'_._'::" CREW
_,.. T I Iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!!iiiiiiiiiiili i !;ii ! : iiiiii!i iiiiii!ii!iii!!iiiill
_"_ : 0721.045W
.,_'!.: RB3
__ _' ,: , .......






4.2 GENERIC MISSION SI, DESIGN REFERENCE MISSION (DRM) - SERVICING OF
FOUR COMMUNICATION_ SATELLITEB USING MMS
MODULES.
Mission Descripti0n: Four communication_ satellites, all using standard, Multimission
Modulo Spacecraft (MMS) typ_ hardware for subsystem support functions and all iden-
tl_,al t_J eacl_ other, are serviced by the MOTV. The satellites are all located in GEe,
i
9¢}_ ,`qmrt. Periodically,the MOTV visitseach of these satellite,_and services the MMS
tyl,__,._ubsystoms as depicted in the figure below. Modular 1,,eplacementof eacl]of the
MMS subsystems is done on an "as required" basis. After servicing and checkout of
each satellite ti_e MOTV returns to earth with the used MMS modules, jettisoning them
with the last propellant drop tank just before rendezvous with the STS ia earth orbit.
Characteristie s:
Weight ......... 421 kg per Sat. _ _x
Size
Length ........ 1.2 m _ .
Width ......... 1.2 m \ i
Height ........ 0.46 m I
Power ......... 1.2 kW Avg
Orbit .......... GEe _==_
Timeframe ....... Late 80s
Life/Service Period . . . 20/2 Yr
Rationale for MOTV Use:
• Servicing satellites remotely using teleoperators operated from earth is more
, complex, less versatile, and less reliable than having man "on site" to per-
form this function
• Servicing and checkout is more thorough with man on-site, and contingencies
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Fig.4.2,-1 S1.ModularLevel Servicing(4 Geo Satellites-90 ° Apart)
=
1. 4-?
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;'" 4- ti_
! , ,: MOTVcFIEWTIME




! ¢! , D
i_.t,.,;:_ • ,413AIPI.,HTI'{;Itl0"APAI:T IN 13_LI , , J I
i i_._ • {]i;I-!Vl(,:{;l_ iiY i3NANqI-! (31-1IO1=MM!i MO[)IJLF:,0
: ._;. ¢i OLL) MO[IULEI;I NO1' I:Ifi:i'URNF[} TO [;AI'::TH ./
_;=' I IV_(JTVL3AP_UI-,{',/COliF, LAUN_,HEO FII:I{}I'
':'.; • ;}I_,)TANI_ TI4EN LAtJNCItEI) 8EQU[iNTIAL, LY
....= • Ci-i[;W I=AUN(_I:II_B TO LID WITI4 3fILEtI)TANK
! "_i": TIt{iN TFIAN_WER TO CAP_ULIL I
', • ROLE Of: LEO DEPOT TO BE EXPLOIt,ELI (TA°oK 5) All`_'_)iF
i .,,: " "=_====== " ---------_i _='='-
i ':ii_.i_ CAPSULE/
l ," GORE I/ _ NO. 1 II] 2"' IIF.: °' II / i-
i _t,= I I I I "_'ONE SHUTTLE PERFORM{} ALl. LAUNCHES Ii i_"_! _LOITERMOO_nECOV_HY
i:'::::-- I (TYP_
',;:=' 71 DAYS OVERALl.
; "_': Fig. 4,2-3 Typical Overall Timeline $1i:!;i,!
._:_!,;. ............................ , , ,
°T:' _". ACTIVITIES/EVENTS I 1
._'_'i. RENDEZVOUS TO SATELLITE NO, 1 IVA NOMINAL OP
..._,:,, MANEUVER & BERTH
-_.::: REMOVE & REPLACE MODULES
_'_',, CHECKOUT & RELEASE SAT, NO. 1
i_-,-_i' RENDEZVOUS TO SATELLITE NO, 2 4¾ DAY RENDEZVOUS
_:J MANEUVER & BERTH •
i "_!'!il REMOVE & REPLACE MODULES e
,-_:,. CHECKOUT & RELEASE SAT, NO, 2 e
_";"_ RENDEZVOUS TO SATELLITE NO, 3 e
=. °_,.;."- MANEUVER & BERTH t)
,.:_i,i:i REMOVE & REPLACE e
__. CHECKOUT & RELEASE SAT, NO, 3 o
RENDEZVOUS TO SATELLITE NO, 4 ¢)
! : ':;;'::. MANEUVER 8_ BERTH
i -_;:"i; FIEMOVE & REPLACE
"=_Y_': CHECKOUT & RELEASE SAT, NO, 4
_2 3 I
i '_::, MISSION 2 PILOT I
; ,.: CREW I
O/2I.OSOW I
Fig. 4.2.4 _31.Timeline & Crew Requirements
•., o _,., . o... ,,:... ..... , ..... _ : _'_: o_:::,i¼;._...;,_,',_'_:'_::;,__:_,,; :_o: _.,.i_::: _-:-' ,:; .:;; -';,,__"'- :=:_L"2_.,,L..-_:._::;-;::_...: ::::,:_,_:: ,\_!,::,,-,,_':.i;:_:;::-.::..;!_:/,._:,i_:.:.,,_,:,_;I_,,:;::°_-_:_











_,!:! DROP TANK (3)
i ,":¢, HI PRESS =_
_: I'!! ,,""+ EXPENDABLES . _.=_.._// _
i _?": I
_+:- _- _ ,,",,I / /:_ ' GRAPPLERRADIATOR
_"._,_ PANEL _2) -4 DOF -- _ /
- 8.3m AREA - 2M LONG
+_!',_ " RE10 CAT 11B (2)
i +,,; MANIPULATOR (2) CREW
+: ,oo,% - 2M LONG - _,_ i_ AL LjIE!t.. q- "















" :_ .',_.CJ ',1 WADRM CR_W CAPI_ULE *"
II CRI_W _I_E 3
• MIXL_D GriNDER
ON.ORBIT 8ECTN, "I.
D.D '" I' ") ,,
CREW QTR GALLEY &
, FOOD STORE
IA 4,3EM • .. _--r
GRAPPLER MNT F
.<_ soss_s1" A-p 8 -t" c
HATCH SUBS_ 4-.-A-.1..._ _c
STBD, SIDE LOOKING O'BD
CREW /_v,,_
QTRS ,<,i-_7/._4_.. STORE
/ X _ ;2_2_, GALLEY ,/_'.... ,.,:!FZi[_r'i*;'_../
% I '
_'_/ \_v " _ _..,_-;;_ .__/
RECESS
(SLEEPING)
177t_.447W SECTN A-A SECTN B-B SECTN C-C






CREW PROP'LS'N DROP "GENERAL T
CAPSULE COR8 TANKS (3) PURPOSE I DEDICATED
DRY WEIGHT 3951 3328 4?25 773 120
CREW/CON3UMABL¢S 577 51
RESERV_S/REStOS 296 705
BURNOUT WEIGHT 4528 3675 5430 773 120
MAIN PROP - (CAPACITY) (17,500) (81,810)
- LOADING 13,404 66,782
_: ACPS PROP 2670
MISC 145 1684
u • ,,














•- CONTINGENCY (25%) 790
" TOTAL DRY WEIGHT 3951
CREW (3) 245
:" CONSUMABLES (19 DAYS) 332
: BURNOUT WEIGHT 4528
: ,:, •, ,, ,,
+.+ NOTES
• MANIPULATORS, ETC., CHARGED TO GEN PURPOSE MISSION EQUIP•
; • EPS SUBSYS IS POWER DISTR ONLY - REMAINDER OF SUBSYS IN PROP, CORE
1176.419w
:_:+ Fig. 4.2-8 $1 Wt Statement (Crew Capsule)
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4.3 GENERIC MISSION $2 _ SERVICE & UPDATE FIVE COMSAT
COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITES
Mission Dese_ption: Five Comsat Communications Satellites are deployed in GEO.
The entire system is routinely serviced and its electronics updated. The routine
servicin_ tasks involve inspection and replacement of failing electronic black boxes
as well as scheduled replacement of electronic components and replenishment of RCS
fluids. The updating tasks involve replacement of outdated electronics packages
with updated ones. This mission differs from the previous one, in that serviced parts
are replaced on a black box or component level rather than a modular level. The
servicing operations are more complex and take longer to perform, as are the final
checkout procedures.
Characteristics:
Weigl_t .............. 1230 kg _ eARTH _
Size
Length ............. 4.5 m
width .............. 4._ m . _ %-_'_'_'__'%_t)
Power ............ 2 kW ___._ .___ 0 "----__
a(_ .... mr_ _ - ._:- _j:._ ¢--=r'--- EASTorbit ............ GEO ,_U_ _,_,_ ,_,,
Timeframe . . 1990s .....
.......... ,_z_-__//_ ¢._/2_,_2-_;.,_,
Life/Servicing Period. 20/2 yr __/////_',l_///_iW//_2 I_'.! !
Update ............ 4 yr i_JNORTHS_DE
NORTH
Rationale for MOTV Use: /"_, I /'f--_"\\
_.__.. ___.._ _- / , . .,-_----,_.,
, Same as Generic Mission $1 __
'--"_ ]- , I I! I':2_ _
I ATT_.A___:
_ES_TArT _ . _OCK _ '/A_EA _cw I
tN_"4' BATT !TWT TWT I! TWT "1 TWT "_ATT II"N_"4:_ ,






COMPONENT HARNE_, ATTACH TOTA_ NO, OF SYSTFM
• WEIGHT CONNECTORS MECHANISMS WEIO MODULES TOTAL
MODULF. lib) (Ib) (Ib) (lib, (Ib) (Ib)
IWT" 60 12 14 86 8 688
RECEIVER (]6 13 14 93 1 93
ATTITUDE CONTROL O0 12 14 80 2 172
o
BATTERY AND T&C 75 14 14 103 2 206
BATTERY AND CONVERTER 60 12 14 89 2 172





• Fig. 4.3-1 S2-Modularized Spacecraft Module Weights Present Technology
, _o_ _N_V_ H _T. H CHECKOUT_ RENDEZVOUSF]
WITH 1ST & COMPONENTS& & RELEASE WITH
•7 SATELLITE BERTH SERVICE SPACECRAFT SAT. NO. 2
REPETITIVE OPERATION
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iw in • • | I |rl , • L I'[
:: ACTIVITI_S/_V_NTSO, O, ,0 _,_ ",h', "e "_6I I l I
- ,i RENDEZVOUS TO SATELLITE NO, 1
" MANEUVER & BERTH .....
:.!. UPGRADE COMPONENTS& SERVICE , ,,
....' CHECKOUT & RELEASE
_, RENDEZVOUS TO SATELLITE NO. 2 3.8 DAY RENDEZVOUS
'," MANEUVER & BERTH •
: UPGRADE COMPONENTS& SERVICE •F
._ CHECKOUT & RELEASE Q
; RENDEZVOUS WITH SATELLITE NO. 3 •
i
RENDEZVOUS WITH SATELLITE NO, 4 •
'j: •
• •
,'.; RENDEZVOUS WITH SATELLITE NO, 5
-_',._: MANEUVER&BERTH [__"t_
:;. UPGRADE COMPONENTS& SERVICE
, .._ CHECKOUT & RELEASE 452 HR
:- 10MIN
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_:.: 4,4 GENERIC MISSION S3-SERVICE & UPDATE A SYSTEM OF FIVE NUCLEAR
,?":
i :': POWERED SPACE-BASI_D RADAR
!
Miaaton Description: Five Laxge Space-Barred Radar Systems are deployed in GEe
!
_" spaced 72 ° apart. Tile entire system h_ serviced, and periadiaally updated. The ser _
} : vicinff involves replacement of failing electronic black boxes, power supply control
• and distribution eomponent_ and replenishment of ACS fluids, The updating tasks
,, involve replacement of outdated electronics, wl'mreau sol, vicing tile nuclear power sup-
'_" ply is done at ten year intervals and involves replacing the core. This mission dif _,
:"_:: fers from missions 81 and S2 in that special care must be taken to avoid radiation ex=
: S, posure from the nuclear power plant during servicing and updating operations. A rc_
,:':i mutely controlled flyer i_ used for removal of the old reactor core.
_._;_:". The generic S3 mission has been divided into missions S3(a) and S3(b). Mission
! ,i_¢.: S3(a) deals with the electronic and ACS servicing of the five satellites. Mission S3(b)
:' .:::, consists of the replacement of a single satellite's reactor unit
i % T
: C haracteristies :
{i: 35".45" CONEANGLE
: :_;:. SHIELC)
_-_:" Weight 14,000 kg EPS,NUC,EAR)--
.,_.. • o • • • e o • e • •
: _," Size 300 m dia __x,._
! _:IY' • • , • • • ,_ • • • o •
! x:_:: Power ...... 20 kW UPPERSYSTEMS
i:_':':.'!:; ..... e PACKAOE'"'-_LJ" '00,,
L :?! Orbit ............ GEe STAYS FEED X
_:_?,;?:. _ MAST CANISTER /]//// /
L:;!!':'; Timeframe 1990S __(E: /




; _::;.. FLILLY DEPLOYED









?,WEEKS PRIOR W/t@T & BERTH AT RC@
TO MOTV VISIT @ATELLITE LOWER ACfi 6Y@TEM
FIEPETITIVE OPERATION
H......H H hMANEUVER & UPGRADE C/O & RENDEZVOUSBERTH AT COMPONENTS RELEASE W/ANTENNALIPPER SYSTEMS & SERVICE SATELLITE NO, 2J i,iII I III I"1 I I IIII
me ii I _ li i I





1-,[H t,t H H H H 1
1776.441W
.... i i ,H i ilJ*lilml== ,,,, i, i Wll i ii i i
i_i.. 4.g'i S3laiCompon-;ntLavei-sarvic_& U_l.t;6 GEO




i ACTIVITY/FUNCTION HR: MIN MODE CREW CREWTASK REMARKS
' _,i rla
• MANEUVER & BERTH WITH SAT. NO. ! (1:00)
(LOWER A(.;._SYSTEM)
- PREPAREFOR FINAL APPROACH _ I VA 1 OPERATE MO'FV FL.T.
-_'_ / :45 SYS,--: =o MANEUVER TO INSPECTSATELLITE 1 VA 1
.,- MANEUVER TO BERTHING ALTITUDE 1 VA 1 OPERATE GRAPPLER ....
'_ CONTROL
:- - ACTIVATE & POSrrlON BERTHING SYS. I :05 '1VA 2
._ = PERFORMCLOSING MANEUVER 1 VA 2
:10
':' - CAPTURE& SECURESATELLITE 1 VA
BERTHING
• REFILL RCSSYSTEM (2:50)
- C/O&SAFESATELLITES/S :15 1 VA 2
- ACTIVATE & POSITION MANIPU. :10 1 VA 1 OPERATE MANIPU.
: LATORS (2) LATOR CONTROLS
- UNSTOW& CONNECT RCSFLUID TANK 1:00 1 VA 1
_" --- REFILLRCSSYSTEM :25 1 VA 1 VIA REFILL LINE
• - DISCONNECT& STOWFLUID TANKS ':45 1 VA 1 EXTENDING PAST
.i ANTENNA WIRES
: - SAFE/STOW MANIPULATORS :15 1 VA I
: • RELEASE SATELLITE (:15)
_." - RELEASE BERTHING DEVICE :05 1 VA I OPERATE GRAP.
': PLER CONTROLS
- SAFE/STOW BERTHING DEVICE :10 1 VA 1
• MANEUVER & BERTH AT UPPERSYSTEMS 1:40)
!' - MANEUVER TO INSPECTSATELLITE 'l 1 VA 1 OPERATE FLT, SYS.J :,_.0'o_ - MANEUVER TO BERTHING ALTITUDE :40 1 VA 1
•, • UPGRADECOMPONENTS& SERVICE (10:25;
- C/O & SAFE SATELLITE S/S "10 1 VA 2 INCLUDESUPPER




!.,. HH I ......






- 1 ......,__l i¢_p,,._,_l==_,_ , .- a=_=_=_'_¢=_-_ =_
_T:, TIME CRF_W iuu. I
,, ,_, ACTIVITY/FUNCTION |R: MIN MODE CREW ' CREW TASI¢, REMARI(6
',T i.... C/O & UNBTOW NEW #;tLACK _OX :20 1 VA 1 OPERATE MANIPU.LATER CONTI_OL8
: TRANSLATE TO SATELLITE :05 1 VA 1
',, ,_, RELEASE & REMOVE OLD COMPONENT '.20 1 VA 1¼IF:L
' TO SIDE
:o:: = INSTALl. & C/O NEW UNIT ',35 1 VA 2
:_ .... RESTOW & SECURE OLD UNIT :15 1VA 1
_,:" ': REMOVE& REPLACE 4 OTHER 6:20 1 VA 1'.36 EA
',_.¢"_ '_' SLACK BOXES
,_';:._:/- ION RCS SYSTEM
:_.::: -. UNSTOW RCS RODS :10 1 VA 1;_,_' -- REFILL UPPER ACS PACKAGE 1:46 1 VA 1
T:,_._ ,; - SAFE/STOW MANIPULATORS :15 1 VA 1
,,_.
_ _ ' • CHECKOUT & RELEASE SATELLITE (1:35)
. - C/O SATELLITE SYSTEMS :25 1 VA 2 OPERATE & MeN.
'ii li ,TORCONTROLS
, _,t_, _i & DISPLAYS
k_'_:i ,,, - RELEASE BERTHING DEVICE I 1 VA I
° I J : 1S_:,- - SAFE/STOW BERTHING DEVICE 1 VA 1
' " _,_ - MANEUVER TO VERIFY SATELLITE :10 1 VA 1
; ,_;i,': CONFIGURATION
_; ' - SUPPORT SATELLITE SPACE-GROUND :45 1 VA 1 MONITOR ANTENNA
"_ i C/O SYSTEM
= .
'_ • RENDEZVOUS TO SATELLITE NO, 2 91:10 _ 3,8 DAYS
• SERVICE SATELLITE NO. 2 16:45 72° SEPARATION
_%i:"
?"c_'_ • RENDEZVOUS TO SATELLITE'NO. 3 91:10
m
; _-
:_.... • SERVICE SATELLITE NO. 3 16:45
_::. _ • RENDEZVOUS TO SATELLITE NO. 4 91:10
m .
i _,_ ; • SERVICE SATELLITE NO. 4 16:45
f
,_, _" • RENDEZVOUS SATELLITE NO. 5 91:10
_',,C !'! • SERVICE SATELLITE NO. 5 16:45
,i ' TOTAL 448:65)
- ......... • I ,I r 11 I II1' I' ' '1 II I
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w L'I'J ca t._
O.a
,_;_" OOzz __._,,,
;0,.i_ g_ o caca._
_. ; i imi |1 ii ii i
...._ 4-24
,.:i.?_= o'............_ .... _,-,, - ....'li.....I ----Z_ -_-................ I I'IH'_ , ......"......- _: : ,_, I
00000001-TSE01
, .... LJ, -L ............
TIME CREW NO,
ACTIVITY/FUNCTION HR= MIN MODE CREW CREW TASK REMARKS
• EiEPLQY TELEOPERATEIR BYRTEM (2.:1(1)
-- UNBTOW& PDBITION MANIPULATOR,_ :10 1 VA 1
- RELEAI3E TEI.EQPERATOR :_fl 1 VA 1 OPERATE & MONITOR
- UNI_;TOW&PQ_ITtONTEt.EOPERATDR :t5 1 VA 1 CONTROL_;& DIS- PARALLELACTIVI-
MANIPULATOR PLAY8 TIEfi
- C/O TELEOPERATOR _;Y_TEM_; 1 VA 1
ATTACH PROPULSION UNIT TO ::_O 1 VA 1
TEEEOPERATOR
MANEtIVER TO INi_PECT _ATELLITE :30 1 VA 2 OPERATE MOTV
r FLT, SY$,
MANEUVER TO BERTHING ATTITUDE :10 1 VA 1 MONITOR DISPLAYS
ACTIVATE & POSITION BEFITHING :05 1 VA 1
PROBE
PERFORM CLOSING MANEUVER 1 VA 1
i};; :10
= CAPTURE & SECURE SATELLITE 1 VA I
BERTHING
• REMOVE & DISPOSE OF POWER UNIT (1:25) OPERATE C& D'S FOR
_';_ MANIPULATOR AND
- UNSTOW & POSITION PROPULSION UNIT :20 I VA 1 PAYLOAD SYSTEMS
- ATTACH PROPULSION UNIT :25 1 VA 1 OPER. MANIP. END
EFFECTOR
4 - DISCONNE(::T & POSITION POWER :35 1 VA 1:F
,_ PLANT
• DISENGAGE TELEOPERATOR SYSTEM (0:28)
_ - RELEASE BERTHING PROBE :03 1 VA 1 OPERATE GRAPPLER
END EFFECTOR
=- MANEUVER TO STANDBY POSITION :20 1 VA 1 OPERATE FLT. SYS.
LAUNCH REACTOR :05 1 VA 1
i
Ill; • MOTV MANEUVER & BERTH W/SATELLITE (0:55)
- PREPARE FOR FINAL APPROACH I
:40 1 VA 1 OPERATE FLT. SYS.(
- MANEUVER TO BERTHING ATTITUDE
- ACTIVATE & POSITION BERTHING :05 I VA 1 OPERATE GRAPPLER
/
DEVICE CONTROLS
- PERFORM CLOSING MANEUVER _ :10 1 VA I
- CAPTURE & SECURE SATELLITE IBERTHING
• REPLACE POWER UNIT (2:25)
- POSITION MANIPULATORS :10 1 VA 1 OPERATE C & O's FOR
MANIPULATORS, PAY-
LOAD RACKS
- C/O& UNSTOW NEW UNIT :30 1VA 1
- POSITION UNIT :25 1 VA 1
- CONNECT UNIT 1:20 1 VA 1 OPERATE MANIP, END
EFFECTORS
• RECOVER TELEOPERATOR SYSTEM (1:00)
- MANEUVER TO STANDBY POSITION :20 1 VA 1 OPERATE MOTV
FLT. SYS,
- DEACTIVATE TELEOPERATOR :16 1 VA 1 I VIA REMOTE MOTV
- RESTOW & SECURE TELEOPERATOR :25 1 VA 1 _ COMMUNICATION
• ACTIVATE & CHECKOUT SATELLITE (1:20)
- ACTIVATE CORE AND CONTROL :40 1 VA 1 VIA REMOTE MOTV
SYSTEM COMMUNICATION




Fig.4.4-5 S3(b) - Functions,Time,& Tasks
4-25
....... .......... 00000001 -TSE02
HOURS
ACTIVITIES/EVENTS 0 2 4 6 8 10i






" i- REMOVE & DISPOSE OF POWER UNIT
_' _ DISENGAGE TELEOPERATOR II
MANEOVER__ THtI
REPLACE REACTOR I
=.. =' RECOVER TELEOPERATOR
:_J" TE L_










_¢":',, 4.5 GENERIC MISSION ER! - EMERGENCY REPAIR OF A MULTIDISCIPLINED
_i- GEe PLATFORM
-_- Mission DeseNption: This mis_lan is characterized by the unexpected n_ture of th_
_Z- failure incurred. It may be due to electronic eomponeng fMlure or mechanical failure.
-:_":: In either case it is seriousness enough to warrent immediate repair. Fu_hermore,
.. -2',
_,_;ii the totalextentof the damage Isnot entirelyknown. The MOTV is deployed with
_- spare parts repair tools, and on-board checkout equipment to determine the full ex-
:,. tent of the f_lure and fix it. In addition, standard servicing of the satellite sub-
_:_ systems such as RCS fluid replenishment would also be done. The figure illustrates:7,_/
:_'" this type of mission.
_t,,
_:. Characteristics: .........
_'_:: Weight _5 000 k__¢_' _ . • • aJ • . . • . • • • • ,
_-_;_ Size ............. 80 m
-_ Power 40 kW
&!" Orbit ............ GEe
Timeframe ........... 1990
-_,- Life/Servicing Period .... 30/3 yr
:.:_ 072.t-OSOW
RB3
_ Rationale for MOTV Use:
:_:::: e Full nature of the failure cannot be determined remotely, and requires man on-
_e_: site for repair and checkout
_. • Man's visibility and on-site decision maldng capability are not easily replaced
;::_i by remote controlled, automated systems•
: 4- 27
00000001-TSE04
mR. oEvo sHMAN  vE CH0CK  TWITH & REPLACE &FAILED BERTH FAILED SEPARATESATELLITE EQUIPMENTi ....
1776.422W
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-"i ! ACTIVITIES/EVENTS 0 5 10 15 20
el:" I I" I I t
-iil- MANEUVER_.RT,
;, DIAGNOSE FAILED EQUIPMENT
:" ;" REMOVE & REPLACE FAILED EQUIP












.... . . ' , • ,., = •. ,,
00000001-TSE07
4.6 GENERIC MISSION ER2 _ EMERGENCY REPAIR OF A SURVEILLANCE SATELLITEE
IN A 12 HR/fi3Q INCLINED ORBIT
::_ Mission Desmflption: This mi_alon is charaete_Ized in the same manner as Gene_le
Mission ERI. In this ease, however, the ._,telllteand its orbit are very different.
_, The satellite'_oleetronie_,optles or me_hanlca] .qystemmay have failed. The MOTV
is deployed to rendezvous and doek with the disabled satellite even assuming it ha_
,i lost its stabilization and eontrol system and is uneontrollably tumbling. The MOTV
/
would stabilize the satellite and perform repairs as required. In addition, standard
servicing of the satellite subsystem such as RCS fluid replenishment would also be
_I done. The figure illustrates this mission,
_'. Characteristics:I
Weight ........ 4100 kg -_.
Size ......... NA
J Power ........ 4.5 kW "_ :
Orbit ....... . 12 hr/63 ° _ :
Life/Servicing Period 2013 yr _r_\, , \_ J/ _ i
, ,_',._.X',,,- ' - '-....._|
"-..1
' Rationale for MOTV Use'. :
)
_! • Same as Generic Mission ERI 0721-081W
.J
i i i ,i i
RENDEZVOUS MANEUVER STABILIZE CAPTURE DIAGNOSE
WITH TUMBL ING & DEPLOY SATELLITE & FAILED
- SATELLITE PORTABLE STAB. UNIT CONTROL BERTH EQUIPMENT
-', p i i
REMOVE & HECKOUT
REPLACE










!;;"': ACTIVITII_I;/EVnNT_ 13 I 2 3 4 fi 9 ? B 9 10 11 1_ 13
i.;. "..... t ......_r ....._........¢"............"[.........., .t _I
i ; srAa_u,_aAr_UU_r_
i i_:_' CAPTUR_,n_TH ! I
:r2. ;




!.,;,' ,. CREW 1 .-..... -, .:;.._,_,-,.;....... .-,_.!.-.-,-,.;-,-,_-,-, ...... _.............................. .,
o Iii! i iii i i i i iii iiiii!iii iii ! iiiii !ii i i i i iil:"' '=iiii!iiii iiiiiii! iiii!!iiii    ii  i!i!i iii::iii}iiii
, '. , 0721,092W '
_-_ .," RB3
_" ','" , , n_ i i =H n





;__.:,:'_::"- DIAGNOSTIC _ / 07 /
:_'_';,: & REPAIR ,_---_._.#' /
RETAINED ONORBIT
';,:_" GRAPPL ER
_i':il:! - 1,75 TO 2,5 m LONG _"-1, RL 10 CAT 11B12)
_--: VIEWDOME _=_.
J'ii',;i,_. MANIPULATOR (2)
HIGH PRESSURE RCS MODULE t4)
"!'::! CREW CAPSULE \ EXPENOABLES
\
,,_: TOTAL AREA = 7.B m2





I_FII_W PROP%WN I)ROP (3P.NP,RAL
CAPSULE CORE TANK_I(1) PURPOf_iJ 13EDIL_AT_D
DRY W_tGNT _I.C_I,1 3109 1471]_ 609 101_,
CR_W/CONSUMABLE_ 271 1_10
BURNOUTWEIGHT 381P, 3595 1710 909 1012
MAIN PROP = (CAPACITY) (17,500) (_?,270)
= LOADING I 7o3(_t) 18,003
ACP$PROP 56? I
MISC 145 TI
MOTV WEIGHT I 3812 21,676 19,n3 669 1089
TOTAL MOTV WEIGHT I_" 47,019
Fill, 4.6.5 ER2 Summary Wt Statement. kg
CREWCAPSULE WEIGHT, kg










.,. [, .,,,.,, ,=, =,, ,, i J,, i|l
TOTAL DRY WEIGHT 3541
• i i ,, ii.i ............
CREW (2) 163
CONSUMABLES (3.4 DAYS) 108
i _ • -:
BURNOUTWEIGHT 3812
,,,,, • , L • , , i
NOTES
• MANIPULATORS, ETC.. CHARGEDTO GEN PURPOSEMISSION EQUIP.
• EPSSUBSYSIS POWERDISTR ONLY - REMAINDER OF SUBSYSIN PROP.CORE
1176,423W
Fig. 4.6.6 ER2 Wt Statement (Crew Cap,ule)
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:' T_IAN,_f _ MID _lfl_:L I I?HR634 INCt, PEOn0 _111_ I
ORII iNfi COUR£E _OURGF/CIRCL/
9Cfi ¢[P_ 50 100 55 I
• PHA_Ji: IN O,_(}IT
• RENOEZVOUS
"
.' I/W 0 29
l _,...,... 20/169 kg 19,87_ kq 11W _ OB3
P_,_rL L)AO8, 9367 kgPROP CrOnE
} _ INCLUDES 2"';, _ FLT PERF RESER_'ES
,_, 1776.424W









-i:-: 4.7 GENERIC MISSION R1 _ RETRIEVAL OF A SURVEILLANCE SATELLITE FROM
,L"
_.. 12 HR/63 a INCLINED ORBIT
::.: Miagi,m Deacrlptian: The same ,_atelli_edc._crlbedin GeneNa Mission ER2 in a_mumad
.: disabled and tauntbe retN_ved, As before the satellitecan be,tumbli1_ and muat he'7 D
:2 atabillzed before it can b_ re','vteved. The MOTV ia deployed to the proper orbit,
=:,::- locatea and rendezvous with the satellite, and perfm, ma the approprriate stt_billzntion
functions. Once this is acc0mpli_hed the MOTV _rapples the _atell_te and prepare_ it
: for the return trip to LEO, and subsequent trip back to earth in the Shuttle. The
:,, figure depicts this type of operation.?i!_
.... C hafaeteHstics : _
.i
_.:i.,. Weight. • . .... . 4100 kg I ""--.
:,:. Size ....... NA "_ '-_- Power. 4.5 kW
_" Orbit 12 hr/63 ° " _ '"
._!:. Timeframe ...... 1990s ._- ::. ;2--.
--'_:'.... Life/Servicing Period 20/3 _,r
-;_<: Rationale for MOTV Use:
_4-7










" I 0721.056WI RB3 ........








i=,..... 4.8 GENERIC MISSION OPt - OPERATION OF A LARGE SPACE SYSTEM, STO GEQ
,7,.:. PLATFORM
,-_,,,._'_' Miaaion Desorlption: A large Solar_Tarrential Ohaarw_tory (STO) of the type nhnwn in
- *!:: the flgu_'e in deployed in GEG. It operatan au_amatically moat af the tim(_ telnmotn_inff
_-:',," itsfindingsback to eaeth, Oneo a year hnwevc_r,for n peNod of twn woekn I¢in
'" manned. Du_'ingthistime,In_eltuexpevlment,_:_are eonduetf_d,expavlmnnt pac'kaffen
° _,i :,
'_!{ are chang'ed out, in_t_._ument_ are reea]ibvated, critical fl,gd:;_ a_,e roplonished, and others'




" We 26 000' o e Q o e e I e • • • e
,..,: _ Size ............ NA MAGN_TOM_TEla'
:_,,;.:.'.. Power ............ 50 kW BOOM ,
j:t
'"" i_ Orbit GEO _L
F'::i,_:__,_ Timeframe ....... . , . 1991 "__"="
_-_; Life/Servicing PeNod . . . 20/1 yr -""
_'}} "_ 85M ........................... *'.
i ,q*
i-,2"-"
* ....' _, 16,5M
o_.o8_w _'_t.._ t
.'_)' - ' RB3
,_:.:. ,,,.:v Rationale for MOTV Use:
,_, • Man is needed to conduct in-situ expeNments wItieh are sometimes dependent on
....." ity
_,_.... ': targets of opportun
7
._..'__ ,-. • Changeout of experiments, calibration of instruments, and g'eneral sez'xdee/








ii i I i i i i i
WiTH TRANSFER
STO I D°CL..._.,_.._ I cREw RECAUBRATE OBSERVATORYINSTRUMENT,S SU SYSTEMS
, ,, , , ,,, ..............
H H =CONDUCT iNSPECT/ REMOVE CHECK OUTIN-SITU RETRtEVE &EXPERIMENTS SAMPLES CREW SEPARATE0721-057W
RB3
..... _ rl i iJ , i i i ii i i , = ii
Fig.4.8-10P1 - TendedSolarTerrestrialObservatory
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!!!i_' 4.9 GENERIC MISSION PI - PASSENGER TRANSPORT 3-MAN CREW ROTATION/
_" RESUPPLY TO GEO
-}-. _,lijsio,nDeseription..._.._....._.._.__A 3-man crew is transported with supplies to a GEe Space Con _
....._ : struetion Base (SCB), The SCg assembles PSP's, SPDA's, Navigation & Surveillance
_,,,: antenna and operates an STO. I', is permanently manned and requires quarterly
_'- visits, The functions of the MOTV in this scenario are: crew rota_ion, SCB resupply,
_: transfer of special tools and equipment and return of high priority cargo, wastes and






_: Orbit GEO_;: , • • . • . . • v e •
_,_':: Timeframe . ..... . Early 90s
--L_
_: Life/ServicingPeriod, . 20/4X per yr
-_" Rationale for MOTV Use:
_:':.






, , _ ,, , , ,m ,
,, PI , P2 P3 P4
LEO" GEO GEO ' GE0 GEO
10MEN 3MEN 90DAYS 10MEN 98DAYS i 30MEN 98DAYS _ 8MEN 900AYS
RESUPPLYtT,rM WOT kgiDEPLOY,k9 I tlETURNko OEPLOY.k9 RETURN.k0 0EPLOYkg RETURN,k2 OEPLOYk9 RETURN,kgl i I I i
0XYOEN - -
- NITROGEN(LEAKAGEMAKEUP)10891 561 261 1669 934 5804 2603 '120 581
- POTABLEWATER 1902 57 6 100 19 9TO 01 'ld I1
- LiOH -- : -
- FOOD 23502 675 9 2280 278 0788 818 _289 16
- Ct,OTHING q 220 08 ! 68 226 220 678 01'9 135 135
- FILTERMATERIAL { - , 72 i 72 240 240 720 ;28 144 144
J4533 _ 14,13 426 4773 1009 '' 14SID ' S'804 "' _en4 ' ee7
-,cs I1s88, ! 280 ,2 823 ,ss _,90 ,,0 _no 62
, , d,, i I }'






'REF: SSASFINALREPORT,PART3, 17JUNE1977PG4.41 O?21.1 22_




4,10 GENERIC MISSION P2 - PASSENGER TRANSPORT _-MAN CREWROTAT!ON_ /
,._ RESUPPLY TO GEO
"_ M!.ssio_nDe_c__pflpn,- This mission is similar to Genelqc Mission P1 except the crew
size and consequently the resupplies are much larger An 8-man Spac Construction
Base is assumed in GEO performing essentially the same functions as previously







" Ti eframe Mid 90sm , , , , , , ,
-. Life/Servicing Period . . 2014X per year
-! Rationale for MOTV Use:










' u a , ,:a ..... _.'u ". .... ." ,_ _b _ ,.... . .... eo ,. ,, _ , ..
00000001-TSF06
i.,i ,o
HIGH PRESSURE DROP TANK (2)
[_" _"' INTERNATIONALRADI OR PANELXPENDABLESN /'1 m "__I'
:_., AREAo14.86MZ X _ I I',
' _ DOCKING RING _ __ --
i ;;_._. h RLIO CAT lib 12)
! 2 ; II t.
==¢= ;.=,.,,.,--""
'!;:::.:21 CREW _ \ I ", RCSMODUL_l=)
_. CAPSULE __ ___ _ _ _
ii,i:
-,_/, I _ RESUPPLY
=__",i. BOXES0721.219W
' :_"'-" RB3
_' :- Fig. 4.10"1 MOTV Configuration for Mission P2
! d:;,
=_¢' 1 CREW MEMBER AT
_._.; FLIGHT STATION EMERGENCY HATCH
-_:_" INTERNATIONAL 5 CREW IN LAUNCH/
_, • RE-ENTRY COUCHES:., DOCKING RING
:':t,." /
_ ; 4 CREW IN ZERO
_ "G"SEATS
i:;:',: • ; : :' ; CABIN i _/' _q_// l_:l
i_I:i_i SUBSYSTEMS OF AISLE FoR:VOLUMEON EITHER SIDE
_ SECTION A.A • SUBSYSTEMS
• _i • W/M & FOOD
PRESSURIZED VOLUME = 250 M3
o ': Fig. 4.10-2 APOTV Crew Module (Large) - 10 Man






CR_W PROP'LS'N DROP aENERAL
i CAPSUL_ CORE TANKS (3) PURPOBE DEDICATED, i . iw
DRY WEIGHT 3992 3330 4426 763 1463
.......... .-- ,, t
CREW/CONSUMABLE8 988 51
RESERVES/R_SlDS 296 705
BURNOUTWEIGHT 4980 3677 5130 763 1463
MAIN PROP- (CAPACITY) (17,500) (Sl,810)
- LOADING 12,294 65,197
ACPSPROP 1011
MISC 146 3022
I ,,, . ,,.
MOTV WEIGHT 4980 17,127 70,327 763 4485
TOTAL MOTV WEIGHT _ 97,682 ,,
1776-425W












' 'TOTAL DRY WEIGHT" 3992
......... i i
CREW (8) 653
CONSUMABLES (4 DAYS) 335
BURNOUT WEIGHT 4980
-- ...,, ,, ,,
NOTES
• MANIPULAIORS, ETC.,CHARGEDTO GEN PURPOSEMISSION EQUIP.
• EPSSUBSYSIS POWERDISTR ONLY - REMAINDER OF SUBSYSIN PROP.CORE
1776-426W






:;- 4.11 GENERIC MISSION P3 _ PASSENGER TRANSPORT a0 MAN CREW ROTATION/
__,,,' RESUPPLY TO GEO
_. Mission Description: This mission is ahavaoteNzod in the same manner an the pre _
.i; vious two g'enerle missions except the size of the eon_tvuogion base now diotates a
• 30-man erew size for its operation. This Advanced SCB Is envisioned au ehe pilot
::_ facility needed fo_, SPS eonatvuetlon.
''7
/:'.! Characteristics :
.... Weight'" e I e • e I . $ I




• . . • e • o • o
..... Mid;_ Timeframe ....... -Late 90s
_L:! Life/Servicing Period . 20/4X per yr
:_':. Rationale for MOTV Use:

















4.12 GENERIC MI_IGN P4- PASSENGER TRANSPORT SIX-MAN CREW ROTATION/
_r
RESUPPLY TO A DEEP _PACE COMMAND POST (DSCP)
Mid,ion De_aviptlon: A DSCP a_ Illustratedin the fl_ure i_ loaated 400,000 n mi from
aaPth. The MOTV violinthin faeilltytwloa a year bpin_n_ '_Ithit pravinlonn and crew
for a thr_eomonth tour of duty. The MOTV _tay_ long enough to transfer crew, _lupo
plle_ _md provl_lon,_ thon leave_. The _upplle_ ineludo part_, @aelM tools, and e/o
eq,_p,n_mt if needed, etc., 'to _ervtee the eon, rnand post.
C haraet ertstie_: ....
Weight ........... 45,000 kg ..
Size ............
• Orbit ........... 400,000 n mi
Timeframe ......... Late 90s
Life/Servicing Period . . , 30/2X per yr
Rationale for MOTV Use:
0721.083WRB3
• Required for Crew Transfer
HIGH P, ESSURE
EXPENOABL S RO ULS,ONC RE
RAD'ATOR'2EL,2)\TOTAL AREA 10,13m \




/j' " -_ SOLAR ARRAY
CREW - STOWEDCAPSULE




Fig. 4.12-1 MOTV Configuratio. for Mission P4
4-48
00000001-TSF11
" ,i MIt_IQN _QLIIP"F
,_ C;APF_ULE CQRE TANKP_(;_) PURPO0,_ I Ofil;IICATF,,L__
......... _ ............... . _ .........= .... -- _ -, ............ I........+ +.+,.,L.. .....
- '[I ORY WFJGHT fi4flfl _2B 4421_ 7(33 I_C+0
+ CREW/CONfiUMAflLI_0 13Off 51
: " REfiERVER/RF,8113,_ _98 705i
(_URNOUTW_IGHT 7835 3fi76 51_0 703 Ol_0:
.o
T ............................ _- +X-+
", MAIN PROP_, (CAPACITY) (17,500_ (1_1.010)
T i_; -, LOADING BBB? 6B,7_B
ACP$PROP 1167
MIR(: 148 2414
i MOTV WEIGHT 7f13& 14,945 73,865 ?63 3364!_
" _' TOTAL MOTV WEIGHT "_ I00,772 "=
', ;I.771_.429W
i'_ _: Fig, 4,12-2 P4 Summary Wt Statement, kg
!;
" _+ CREWCAPSULE WEIGHT, kg
'i. STRUCTURE 1465
- THERMAL PROT





+ , PROPULSION 6
_ RECOVERY -
"" CONTINGENCY (25%) 1294
',. TOTAL DRY WEIGHT 6469
'° ,,,, ,, ,
- CREW {6) 490
' _:i CONSUMABLES (30 DAYS) 676
: BURNOUT WEIGHT 7835
,:
! NOTES
• MANIPULATORS, ETC.. CHARGED TO GENPURPOSEMISSION EQUIP.
• EPSSUBSYSIS POWERDISTR ONLY _ REMAINDER OF SUBSYSIN PROP.CORE
', 1 / 76-4;_9W
= I











"i!:! 4.1a GENERIC MISSION DR1 - DEBRIS REMOVAL FROM GEe
"7
": MissionDeaeciptian.TlleMOTV isdispatchedte GEO to ,sweepdebris from a 45a nee.toP
'.;17 • '
-: i.'. of the orbit, Three atop,q ave made ill orbit; the., flrst two tt, plok up dead hilt ntablr:
::'" communications _mtellltef_ (Intelsat typc_) each separated 9,)_.a• . ,.,.,_: in longitude, and th,=,,
,'
"i}:}i third to remove spen_ propellant tanks, propulsion, sta_es, ate,, wll:ieh were pre _
.:/_: viously deposited in a GEe _pa¢o Junkyarcl, Aftra' collectin0: each of those payloads
• ,G
_::"':, . the Mo'rv propels tlmm to a higher orbit where their plt.scnec,.-:, -_would not Interfere
, <
-'_;,- with future space endeavors. The orbit of this newjunk ya._,d is between 1000 and 5000
=_,!;':! n mi above GEe, After depositing lt_ payload tlm MOTV deorbits.and return.q to earth.
,( 'i.
?;". The figure illustrates this mission scenario.
1. Ot._tP_OO
_!lh'II' OlJOtltQ ,*_ OGOfll8 IP _1_rOD
-%; Cllaraeteristies : ,_.,e_,,_s
o< Weight ...... 5500 kg _ ,,,,,o_,o,,,
_';'_ Size ......... NA :..... ¢..,¢,._._, i" :*
L,":" i' "f,," ,t,_,_ ,usr_T ,:i_
;':;' Pew er .... NA .i,,,.
..... Orbit ...... GEO ." -- _.,,,
oaomltsio_l _,$, /_" t)i_O_ _aNitItARl_iNIl::i014HIT S°I=Alt &llll A¥ --
o - _tt 1'ALNICO
_{i;,", Timeframe ..... 1990s <:o._ '_. o,o..,.
:,; Life/Servicing Period N,k '_'_"_'"" II CAPtU,_ OEOIII8 _NOaT_P
!9:" * _'tlAhl_l_l_ll OldBIll_i • BEtlYI4 _O l:lEtltlllt PlitltltN_ liI_AM
• l::2 10 MIll PAD li llllllii_lfll Oliltblll lO {]tAM
. Rationale for MOTV Use: o,_,_,*_,,,,_ ""_","_"'_
;_;_. • The MOTV may perform tkismissionas partof a servicing'or repah'mission,
_,::., or independently depending on the number and physical characteristics of the
_'' satellites being transferred
_::_:! • This mission is much more complex if attempted unmanned and is beyond the









'r ., ................. , --- L_ "_" ' :. ;-2 .............
2







_i, ='* i,i_Z,:'. 7;
,,o
_'-!i! '¢' RENDEZVOUS MANEUVER & SAFE & STOW PERFORM PHASE
;, WITH COMSAT _1 BERTH TO CONSAT =_1 MANEUVER TO
._,_,,_: COMSAT =1 FOR TRANSPORT COMSAT NO. 2
,_:3i: !;r
_o-
_. 4 ' H H H 1---"_! _ MANEUVER & SAFE & STOW PERFORM PHASE MANEUVER &_o::' BERTH TO cor,4SATNO. 2 MANEUVER TO BERTH TO SPENT,,I-. "!_=_,f. COMSAT NO. 2 FORTRANSPORT GEO "JUNKYARO" PROPULSIONSTAGES' i
--_'[," SECURE SPENT PERFORM ALTITUDE MANEUVER & DE#'t,OY DEBRIS
=_":. STAGE FOR & PHASE MAN. BERTH TO HIGH & STOW IN




=,2_-' ,,._ PERFORM ORBIT
_'" TRANSFER FOR
























! ' - MAGNETIC
! _:J_ DAMPERS
i ":i- _, DEI_RI_ _---,'-"_ DFFIRI_ ,_-'" IF REQD
:....  ATELUTE P;R,<IN'
!-ii !, DEBRIS gATEf,LITE BFAM } j" \
r " ! ..... MAN!PULATEIRN • !_
"_- ' _ /& GRAPPLER - .... ;.,,_f_:_,._,
_;, . , EW CAPSULE *I,,_;:._,_A IUS SPENT _- _
._L..'.) ',;'_ '_" _ STAGES _: . ,
: oi; ",.a_".,_' " V k
ci_; t/ ,.
_"" .... P/>U,KING ORBIT .'...... SOLAR ARRAY ,.-.PROPULSION _ _'_ TO DEBRIS _ 7 ......... / , DROP TANK
"i!,_. CORE , / , P - RETAINED
!' __ L.= - 12 kWe ON ORBIT
_i 1 ST STEP
%'"i :: • CAPTURE DEBRIS 2NO STEP
£t_ • TRANSFER DEBRIS • BERTH TO DEBRIS PARKING BEAM
-_:" TO MTG PAD • TRANSFER DEBRIS TO BEAM
"--_,.i • REPEAT 3 TIMES • REPEAT 3 TIMES




! -_!_: \ HIGH PRESSURE .,____________.
;!!)_ GRAPPLER \ EXPENDABLES "', _ " , "i
L:i '.. - 4 DOF l I, I 1_-: RCS MODULE (41F_=P_' ,"
_. -1.75 TO 2.5 m LONG\ \ t _ I \ t_ _" /
:,_,.. CREW /
CAPSULE/ I ' \
"_:;i, / _ ' i " ,,] SOLAR ARRAY
_'!_:' DEBRIS MTG _ ",,...,___l.._-_J - STOWED
.,:,'. RADIATOR PANEL 1212 DROP TANK 12)
' "" TOTAL AREA = 7.62 m
• 0721-214W
RB3




,_ _ .... :; " ,,,, ...... .. ,:, _ :,, .... ,:-_ ,:, .:,::,_' _:::/. " ,,; :,,:_ L,;,, G- ;_ ..: .... : ::;.... ....... ,)3 -..... , ::-,:; \ .......... ,,, ': ......... _i;:;::--,k::(;;_
00000001-TSG04
MI_ION EqUIP'T
CAP_ULF. CORE TANK_ (2) PIJRPQ_E
/ DR Y W_ IGHT 3131_.5 3299 2950 921 121_/
CREW/CON_UMAt}LE_ 307 51
RE_ERVE,_/RE$1DS 296 470
BURNOUT WEIGHT 3992 3646 3420 97.1 1P..5
MAIN PROP _ (CAPACITY) (17,500) (54.540)
LOADING 16,374 52,338
i"l ACPS PROP 18,9
,/ MISC 145
MOTV WE IGHT 3992 22,054 [_5,758 921 125
i/J, TOTAL MOTV WEIGHT q" B2,850 +"
1776.431w
+, Fig. 4,13-6 DRI Summary Wt Statement, kg
,ili,
c.
CREW CAPSULE WEIGHT, kg
++ STRUCTUR E 1515
t_ THERMAL PROT 48






, CONTtNGENCY (25%) 737
TOTAL DRY WEIGHT 3685
CREW (2) 163
CONSUMABLES (8.3 DAYS) 144
' .... ' ' ' ' ' " I '"" ' '"'"
BURNOUT WEIGHT I 3992
........ L
NOTES
• MANIPULATORS, ETC., CHARGED TO GEN PURPOSE MISSION EQUIP,
• EPSSUBSYS IS POWER DISTR ONLY - REMAINDER OF SUBSYS IN PROP, CORE
1776-432w _...__.._j
Fig. 4.13-7 DR1 Wt Statement (Crew Cepsule)
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"t'.. I'RANSF MII-3 CIf_CI: (;EO & DEOI'_B 'l MID CIRCL
...!'-'T o_r_ JNs couJ_sl: o_o _37oo ,,,, cou_s_
i'iS" ';i,;,, MAINPROP,(FPS] 8157 6833 1460 5699 8166
,to ROB (FPS) 40 370 65
:. 'ii ............
; " T/W = 0.16 • RENDEZVOUS"_4 TIMES
il IB2, • PHASE IN ORBIT %TWICEm
• TRANSF TO GEO




; _' D. TANK2 DEBRIS
_'_:"" ._ _",tt ' __ PICK.U__
; -.,
i_ _i , 25,Bookg
!i' _- ....... 3o,B,o.o _.,,,__ T,W°0.B,/; PAYLOAD
PROPI CORE .............. INCLDS 2%
' _, FLT PERF RESERVES
[776.433W
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_ 7 4,14 GENERIC MISSION C1 - UNFOLDING WIRE WHEEL ANTENNA IN GEO
,:i- _1!8.a}onDoaeHptlon: A wix'ewheel antenna approximately 236 m in diameter is t_ans-ii, _ ...........
i .$.o}-_..: ported to GEe folded. The MOTV crew will unload the antenna, initiate deployment,
_.: : observe the unfolding, and initiate any corrective action should a problem aMse. The
....' _ entire package as _hown in the figure will then undergo final checkout prior to the! V':
i:: MOTV flight back to earth.
') : '_ EPS (NUCLEAR1
_,.- _:, Characteristics:
-_',. : UPPER SYSTEMS
PACKAGE "_,_Weight ...... i0,000 kg_, ) e • . . e )
",'_ i_, Size
FEED /,.// UPPERo/_ ' ACS
-!% Diameter .......... 236 m ./,/.
=_._,,;':"':; i_, Length ........... 354 m ,,/.,'_"_///MAST
_:_? , Power ............. 50 kW STAYS /IS/.,"
__.'::*'i i,.. Orbit ............. GEO _ MASTCAN,SreR/z z/
_._ Timeframe ........... 1990
--.>
r.:_;; Life/Servicing Period 10/3 yr
_,,
_)_":: GORES
:_:.*: _., RIM MEMBER
} .,i;,, LOWER ,,
..=%_,: LOWER SYSTEMS
i -"-.,:. _" PACKAGE
'--,_.:' Rationale for MTOV Use : FULLYDEPLOYED
_',.. 07_1.084W
_:-.. • Launch Payload Is Beyond IUS/SSUS Capability
,:.; • LEO to GEe transfer g's are .3/.5 with MOTV compared to 2-_ using clustered
•=<,,,_: IU S
4 ','
:S, • To assure mission success with'IUS transfer the payload must be unfolded and
'::-::_ checked in LEO, then transported unfolded to GEe. With MOTV, payload can
_,,: be transferred and then enfolded and checked out in GEe. Transfer g's are
i:.i:)i lower using MOTV resulting weigl_t savings, but with the same or g'reater
L:<_ chance of mission success
!_..
i",;'i_ • Manned monotoring of the unfold sequence and the ability to intervene on m_
..... as required basis.
i _',.,: - avoids ultra complex remote automation
i._,. - redundant mechanism






















o _ ,_ _ '1_, Hour_"'" ACTIVITII_S/EVENTS I _ I I r I I II _ Iir
:_:: POSITION PAYLOAD _ TURNTABLE $
,'::i" EXTEND ANTENNA MAST . $
_'r''l _ UNFURL ANTENNA WHEEL
i/:7
:o,_"
_/;.; SEPARATE DEPLOYED ANTENNA
_.2 ,:: COMPLETE ANTENNA CHECKOUT
.;":'; _ CONTINGENCY OP MODESPRIMARY-IVA REMOTE REPAIR 7 HR: 40 MIN
_i:_':- BACKUP-EVA ASSISTED REPAIR
_ ' PI LOT PROVIDES














!i:'_ _ .... _ - _ . ,, ,, , • _ . __ _ ............ ,:......... :. ,,_
,:_: _: ................, .... uuuuuuu,--o,-_,,
4.1.5 GENERIC MISSIONC2 - UNFOLDTETRAHEDRON_ PLATFORM FOR
MOuNvINQCOMMUNICATIONSASTENN  S
M!ssJon Des_riptlon_ ! A large tetrahedron structure _ogether with a complement of
varlou,_ nixed antenna will be t_mnaported to GEO. The main stmmture and antenna
will arrive folded In a number of separate paeka_e_ each of wllleh must be unloaded,
unfolded, and assembled toffether to form the final aat¢_lltte aa shown in the figure,
Subsequent oheekout by the crew is then initiated before departure back to earth.
Characteristics :
Weightsi ........... 16,000 kg _i."_'_)" ;:'_'__''
Length .......... 85 m //,- , ;:_[_.i_
..........
Orbit ......... GEO sA_ v
t ;.j/
Timeframe . . . Mid 90s __
• e e e e • " 2
Life/Servicing Period . . . 30/3 yr __L_:-Rationale for MOTV Use: o •
• Payload weight is beyond IUS.
• Manned GEO assembly vs LEO assembly and unmanned transfer has the
following benefits:
- effects cf transfer g's are minimized saving weight
- simpler and higher fidelity checkout possible
- avoids problems of day/night assembly and possible thermal gradient problems
thus eliminating difficulty in gssembly due to differential expansion
- antenna alignment is more precise
- mission success is enhanced.
: 4-62
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- IVA PFIIMAF'IY REPAIR MODE
,NSTA_.Lm_O_US_S_,s'rAslUZAT,ON * - _vABACKUP
R_BERTH_,,NS'raLLS/Ae,RCS I*
INSTALL g ANTENNAS I t*
REBERTH_COMPLETESUSSYS,NSTL _*
INST/i, LL 8 ANTENNAS ]*
SEPARATE & _OMPLETE CHECKOUT
32 HR 05 MIN
3 • PtLOT





- _','- 4,16 GENERIC MISSI()N C3 _ PREFAB PLATFORM ,FOR M¢I_UNTING COMMUNICATIONS
ANTENNAS
_ ,!,, MissionDescription:A apace platformsimilarto thatdescribedin GenericMissionC2
} ,'; ........... _ .....
_':"_: isconstructedin GEO using Prefab "DixieCup" structuralmembers, Upon arrivalin
/ GEO the stdwod packages of "DlxiaCup" members are unloaded from the MOTV, _abrl_
are then mounted to the platformtogetherwith a common power supply and electronics.
:!) The final co_flguration is shown in the figure.
..... Characteristics:
_'.q :
°_: Weight 17 000 kg_ •, a o e J o • . • • e e * e l_
....... Size
"_" Length 99e , o I • • • • • • o e m
_:,.. Width ............. 11 m
Power .............
" "_.... Orbit GEee • • • o o e # • , e • o
!ii'_i:',-_ _ Time frame , . . . . . . . . . . Mid 90s






_,_/,: Rationale for MOTV Use"
• Payload weight is beyond the capability of the IUS.
: 5 ';,%
,, • Manned GEe assembly vs LEO assembly and unmanned transfer has following
'-::)!- benefits :
.....; - effects of transfer g's are minimized saving weight
i%1:'i: - simpler and higher fidelity checkout possible
_'_....
:-._,,: - gravity gradient loads reduced by a factor of 200 in GEe minimizing attitude
.: hold propellant requirements during construction
- .,?
"_':ii. - antenna alignment is more precise
:: _ - mission success is enhanced•
',/,!
_:i 4-67
, ,, : .................................. _ . ,_ _--v_ . ,_':""-% .,, . .i._: o o ,,-",_ _ ...........
: 00000002 TSA0
PLATFoRMMOUNT ENDERECT INSTA L L ERECT
o J
_" SOLAR 1ST BAY




INSTALL INSTALL ERECT ERECT INSTALL _..
i!I RCS & ANTENNAS BAYS 2-I0 BAY II RCS &













. ...... ,, "_ ,,; : .. +_;-,-:"-_ ----_
•:::_+':"+......, _,: " ,.+_':. .............. _ ..... :_:.. ,+,.... -.,,, ..........._._..+..:....,, "+:+ ..., ,_ ...... ,, ., .,._ . - ,. ,,
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I_ 10 16 =0 2,B 30 3_







ERECT BAY_ 2.1¢ STRUCTURE
INSTALL ANTENNAS & STAB. UNIT
,_ ERECT 8AY 11 STRUCTURE
:. ' INSTALL RCS& BUSSES
INSTALL ANTENNAS
;'_ ERECT END STRUCTURE
' INSTALL SOLAR ARRAY
; SEPARATE& COMPLETE C/O
' 36:0_ HR
i. 3 PILOT
'_ M,SSlON 2 [7 I
CREW 1 MANIPULATOR OPERAT,ON II0 ...... i i i t i i i
•_" 0721.096W
RB3
• ,,, i ii ,= . i i





TOTAL AREA = 8,27
:. MODULE(4_
MA._,ULATOR_3
-- - 7DOF I= t \1 I,_LL-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-_J
- 4 m LONG
" \ _OROP TANK (4l
M,SSION EQUIPT
- STORAGEB,N ON
• NOSEOF ONE DROP
:. TANK
•, 0721-213W
_B3 Fig. 4.16-4 Configuration For Mission C3
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• FLIGHT _TATION
-' \\ _, ,_MANIPULATOR OPERAT(3R
_' HAND CI3NTROLLER \_, _ "_ MANIP C(31_tTRI3L_ (_R[4WQl"rl,_ nl
FwDCON,_OLE_/<_-.,,....... ,,'r_.. ',,
OVHD HATCH (_TWD). " -.,.,F_;_, ...........- -- _-:;" -_ CREW LOCKE { )
" "_ .... "; _ =R_ 3 PERSONAL
HYGIENE
.F_-P _-- i -
1 _ ' .... ' " : _ ELECTRONICS
":d. ADJUSTABLE PLATFORM ', _W/M
...... CREW QTRI_ NO, 2 "-.. , IJcINNINGI
::'-. INTER COMPARTMEN"I' "='....... ' ' I ,, -- :_.(,(=:_'_,1=_ ;_,:,:l,..j_'3_;_,-_._p.:_{'[ , , EMU NO, 2:,. DECK :" t,.':_..._ 1_.__,STOWED
,::. FOLD.UP TABLE _ .... "V,' --L,__ _' "", ..... _ . ..."_ _WASTE MOMT
" . -....... '_.:.'•t! , _'_A_LEY/REFRI_:/
,_ . ,(:,. / FOOD $TWG,
/: FLDG CMPT DOORS _ : :; ll"_ LWR CMPT FLOOR //,': "'. ..... '_:/"1
:__ _"_'-'- ---7- _:" -'-_'.,_ CREW QTRS, NO, 3
i'; EMERG HATCH- _._,_._.:___
i " •
! .,.- 0721.199W
! ,_- Figure 4.16.5 APOT _ Crew Module (Large) 3 Man (C)
_=' =
i--_','" MISSION EQUIP'T
_:- CREW PI_OP'LS'N DROP GENERAL
_ CAPSULE CORE TANKS (3) PURPOSE DEDICATED
L :,' i
i DRYWEIGHT _'_E ."_.7 '.:ZS _2'i _'"
! !_:::!" CREW/CONSUMABLES 410 151 7015
: " RESERVES/RESIDS 296
=
i /':" BURNOUT WEIGHT 4205 3704 5130 921 77E
i ' - MAIN PROP - (CAPACITY) (17,500) (B1,810) I
L_:i - LOADING (15,735) 7B,051 I; Y!._ ACPS PROP 1274_,," MISC 145 17,000
I
,. MOTV WEIGHT 42015 20,B58 83,181 921 i
17,775
o,:. TOTAL MOTV WEIGHT 126,g40
";" 1776-434W










=:_.... onltiNi_Icouttl_e/clltcLi aeo i_leoltlti_coo_lt_l_clft_;_
___,, li%%_, 1. fll _ i 1I:lt) I 8_ FIC_ (FP_I
.... ";:7;i.... ...............................
_-,_. CON_TFI LICT ION
:;_"_ ' IN GITEI
_-'!--:D. 4(i,:137 k9
:-_,.. ,,-,--,4
_,_.,!_i PAYLOAD & _ 9,978 kg
%_;_. PROP, :ORE i • INCLUDES 2%
::.i._:; __._i_,_. .........
:W3_"!;:.. litl. 4.117 PerformanceData- Comtru©ttonMi,slon(CZl
: ,77::',
/_;,'_ , ,




_ _:: i": AVIONICS 149
_!, ECLS .o=
:; CR EW ACCOM 791
_i PROPULSION 6
--_;i'_: RECOVER_' _CONTINGENCY (25%) 759
T_TAL DRY WEIGHT 379B
_, < CREW (3) 245
_:,,;;' CONSUMABLES (B DAYS) 166
. -7'o.,;if:,' BURNOUT WEIGHT 4205
-".... " :</ NOTES
. <+y::
......._," It MANIPULATORS, ETC,, CHARGED TO GEN PURPOSE MISSION Ei_UIP,








:> 00000002 TSA09......:,-,.--_,--..°....... :_._-...... :..... _,_:_ .' i
• 4.17 GENERIC MISSION C4 - AUTOFAB OF A PLATFORM FOR MOUNTING
COMMUNICATIONS ANTENNA_
_!!,_alon Desarlption: A la1_'o spaae platform Mmilar to that dasaribed for Gene_la
MlsalQn_ C2 & C_ Is fabr4eatt-_d ira!lift autofnb teahn!.que_, A beam bulld_r l,q utmd to
fabt'loote _tl'uett_ral inembal, a of tim :_paoo platfoPm whlah m,o. _mbfmquantlv joined tt_
F,ether to form the final a_,qembly, Tile va_lout-_ aniennaa a_,,a mounted to the phltform
an po_"tiona of the plat%_,m a_.,a aomplatad, l_leetronles and power supply are also add _,
ed in a atap,oby_ato, p faaNon to ¢:;nmploto the aaaembly pHof to final elmekout, The
flg'ure dapic_ts the fix_al eonflt_,;uration of the spaee eommunieattons plat.fo_,m,
2
Characteristics :
Weig'ht ........... 15,000 kg'
• Size
" SS Length ........ 95 m
" PP Width II m c__">_'.-,.
• Power .......... ......... -..,:,::., .,, ,y,a,
O r bit ..... GEO .:.,:_.;<: .F.___ .
Timeframe ......... Mid 90s _-_-._!%'):_':.' ;i. )'J
'e.. --\ %:)_?.:...;2L._a..J
' Life/Servicing Period 30/3 yr _..._ -._
0721-087W
Rationale for MOTV Use: _B3
. • Same as for Generic Mission C3
: 4-74L
00000002-TSA] 0
• INDEX JIG ALONG
LONG L,S., ADDING
PWR. DI_TRIB
NOTE_ • LONGL, BEAMSSPACE FAB • USINGMANIP
• LATL, BEAMS GROUND FAB, - ADD INTERMED,
- INCLUDE MATING HDWRE, BEAM & ANTENNAS
MTG, PADSFOR ANTENNAS, • REPEAT TO COMPLETE
e721,O62W RCS PODS SATELLITE
Rg3




_A[J _ I=ON¢], 0CAM_
: ATTACH ENO 0EAM
IN_T RC_ & $/A
"_ INST ANTENNAS
INOEX & ATTACH LATt_RAL _,_AM_
INST ANT, & STA0, PKG
: ATTACH _NO BEAM
INST RC$ & S/A
43
_L_L_I. ,[..... J._l ! FI
.cE_'_w- "iB:o|,Ns. I . '_ " .........
0 • . .... i i, i i i i i
01_1.097W
- RB3






i ....•............................................ ,--: ........ _ ................................... _---:-- ..... -................................................ :,--72.$_IZ2;oT..22_
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_-+ 4.1_ GENEI_IC MISSION C5 _ CONSTRUCTION OF AN EARLY SOLAR POWER
_: DEVELOPMENT ARTICLE (SPDA) TO PROMOTE
.; MPTS TECHNOLOGY
i:,7- Mlsaionnaaomlption:An _arlySPDA Isconstructedin GEe, which has a fullscale
( microwave antenna '_-mbarraythatcan transmitup to maximum power densityto the
+.
.- ground. The integrated satellite is complete with power source, stabilization and con:
trol and translational station=keeping capability. The solar array which has a power
::. output of o ' _',appr rematch 1,t MW (200M x 400M area) is eonstructed using autofab (beam
::: builder.,) techniques as is the main structural members of the antenna• Once the array
i= and antenna constructions are complete, they are joined together through a rotary
.Y
_- joint. Subsystem integrated electronics and RCS for station keeping are then attached
:: to form an operational satelli'te. Before MOTV departure back to earth the entire
satellite is given a complete checkout to make sure everytking is operating properly•




:" Weight 110 535 kg i• e * Q , , • e e , • • p
, Size
. Length ........... 200 m
1
_=: Width ........... 400 M i _ms.:-:" Power 14 MW- • • • • • e • * o • • •
'i _ '18mx 18m
: Orbit .... GEe , , _../...7:_; Timeframe ...... 1990
.... Life/Serving Period 10/1 yrC ° ' • °
!!i Rationale for MOTV use:
















_"i__,. ..... i i , i
_ )! ACTIVITIES/EVENTS 0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 HR
_.i_!i _ ; I ' I ' '1"' ' I • I ' "1 ' I ' l "" I
MOUNT CORNER ASSY JIG
_': _ ASSEMBLECORNER FRAME
:'_' FAB 400 m BEAMS
" l_ INSTALL STABILIZATION
: ASSEMBLE400 m TRI-BEAM
'i,;i i REBERTH




! .EBERTHASSEMBLE 400 m TRI-BEAM INVESTIGATE
'"_" REBERTH EVA & FREE FLIER
%,i" FAB 200 m BEAMS SlA DEPLOYMENT MODES
:. REBERTN
= /_/
,,/_'. ASSEMBLE200 m TRI-BEAM
i;i:_ ASSEMBLE LAST CORNER 7/
:_. REBERTH /
;:_." iNSTALL SOLAR ARRAY BLANKETS ...... /
__; ASSEMBLEANTENNA STRUCTURE
.__.,:_: INSTALL ANTENNA SUBARRAYS 177 HRSEPARATE 8=COMPLETE CHECKOUT LATERAL INDEXING 20 M,N
_--L'_!:i':::_- - ' PILOT
3 I_,-P_P -- -- -- z,z,:P,
_'?.m " L,:_.."..,:...u...u.. =.... ........._...n....,(....,..,.,.:,...:.. /:;,.:,:_._...._.,..q!__:t; MISSION ': ":': ":':' :' :'; ":":' ::::::: ::::::;::::.:. :, :.:. :.:.: .:. :,: .; .:. :.; .:. :.; .:. :.: ':': ";"";' :': :':::. :.:. :.:.:1
0721.095w
_'°::;_ r B3










' MOTV PAYLOAD WEIGHToTO.ORBIT
TOTAL WT. FLIGHT NO. 1 FLIGHT NO. 2 FLIGHT NO, 3 FLIGHT NO. 4
._ WEIGHT ITEM (kg) (kg) (kR) Ikg) (k(l)
• MISSION HARDWARE (110,535) 23,841 28,898 28,898 28,898
t
-- S/A BLANKET 71,093 7,400 21,231 21,231 21,231
'; - STRUCTURE 13,781 13,781 - - -
- MAST 1,276 1,276 - - -
_. - ANT. SUBARRAY 24,385 1,384 7,667 7,667 7,687
• CREWMODULE 4,448 4,448 4,448 4,448 4,448
_ • DOCKING ADAPTER (408) (408) (408) (408) (408)
_. • ON-ORBIT MISSION EQUIP, 8,722 8,722 1,097 1,097 1,097
; - MANIPULATORS 474 474 474 474 474
:_ FIXTURES/JIGS 100 100
' - BEAM BUILDER 7,500 7,500 - - -
_.-_'i! - CONSTTOOLS 25 25 - - -
i _. - MMUs 270 270 270 270 270
_:_". - EVA SUITS 283 283 283 283 283
; "._ -- CALIB&C/OEQUIP 10 10 10 10 10
, " - SPAREPARTS 40 40 40 40 40
ii -- EQUIP.STOWAGERACKS 20 20 20 20 20
TOTA L 124,113 37,419 34,851 34,851 34,851
: 1776=466W
: Fig. 4.18-4 Construction Mission CS-Flight Analysis
4-85
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i4.19 GENERIC MISSION C6 _ MODULAR ASSEMBLY OF A 60 MW SPDA
MioMonDe_c_ption- A large solar power development article shown in figure belmv
is constructed and partially assembled in LEO, The modular a_semblie_, each three-
bays wide, are then transported to GEO via a earfi'o OTV (COTV) to await final as-
sembly by the MOTV. Once all nix module_ are in GEO, _mparated from each othez, at
a uafe diutance of approximately 50 n mi, the MOTV ia dispatched to overnice the fired
phasinff, docking and assembly of modules. It is assumed that the pha_iaf_: and dock-
ing maneuvers, module-toomodule, are performed by the COTV thrusters, but con _
trolled from the MOTV. This may be accomplislmd with the MOTV berthed to one of
the modules or accomplished through a remote data link to the MOTV "standing-off"
a short distance from both modules. Once docking is complete the MOTV crew would
then begin the process of connecting the remtdning hardpoints together. A short
time prior to completion of this task another module is commanded to phase and
rendezvous with the new assembly. Since these phasing maneuvers may take up to
a day to complete it saves time to begin them somewhat prior to completion of the pre-
vious assembly tasks. This sequence is repeated five times after which finM checkout
is performed. In the entire assembly process it is presumed that the microwave antenna
is part of one of the modules assembled in LEO.
Characteristics :
_L_O " t ' OEOWeight ............. 800,000 kg • .....
s,zeLength ............ 450 m _ "
Width ............ 900 m __ _ "_<'_&
TYPICAL
Power ............. 60 MW
Orbit ........... . . GEO _-_,C_i _"_ r'_-'_--i.... [-_,
Timeframe .... Mid 90s J) ' _ _: ',_
....... _,_ __..__ _4
Life/Servicing Period ..... 30/3 yr _ _ _ LJ
Rationale for MOTV Use: "_
• This mission is a forerunner to full scale SPS construction and assembly. It is
an end-to-end demonstration, on a reasonable subseale basis, to verify that a
solar power satellite can be built and operated in GEO. rvlan's involvement here
is typical of that which is expected for the full scale SPS.
• On-orbit crew participation in joining large structural modules together is an
integral part of this end-to-end demonstration.
4-86
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• Performing ° the unfold/a_sembly and checkout operations in the final orbit
(GEG) rathe1" then LEG has the following' benefits:
Provides constant thermal environment which avoids the day/night eyeleN
in LEO
Failure to deploy due to differentialexpansion in minimi_ed
Manned _ul?e_'vi_ed checkout and rectification i_ done in p_'oper orbit which
avoids the need of high _le'v rate_ that are required for Ll_O checkout.
, i i i,, ,, i, • t,, , , i i ......... ,i iL , i , ii
DOCK 1ST TWO BERTH MOTV MOTV aERTHS
MODULES _ TOSPDA MOO _ SECURE 1ST TO 2NO LATCH
TOGETHER ASSY LATCH POSITION
REPEAT FOR MOTV DEBERTHS REPEAT PROCESS
="'='lb SECURE 2NO ="-"'lb EACH OF 8 _ TO SAFE STAND FOR REMAINING















I- I- I._ u., I'-
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FIEND & QQCK /fiT TWO aPEIA MEH3_
BF_RTH M_TV TQ flPClA
_qflflIJFl_ I_T I.,ATCH
fl_8_FITI_ITQ ?ND LATCH POI311T,
DflOfiflTH TO flAFE 8TAN_OFF _=[_._._-FII_PI_AT ALL ,_T_P_4 TIME_ __..-=---=__
LJ(_HEOKOUT _OMPIJ_TI_D 8POA
TOTAL _07 HFI
CNEW ....................................................... ',, ,',,v ,v,v,',,v,v,v,',v,v,v,',',v,v.'.',v.v,v,v,v,v,v.v.v,v,:,v,\'
,...,.,,, ..... ,,.,,,, .... , .... ,, ........ , ............ ,,,,,,,, ......... ,,,, ,, ..... , ....... ,.,




CREW PROP'LS'N DROP GENERAL
CAPSULE CORE TANKS (2) PURPOSE DEDICATED
r,, iJ, ,,,, ,
DRY WEIGHT 3765 3299 2950 816 0
CREW/CONSUMABLES _ 36'2 ' 51- : ...................
RESERVES/RESlDS 286 470
BURNOUT WEIGHT 4147 3646 3420 816 0
MAIN PROP - (CAPACITY) (17,500) (54,540)
- LOADING 16,L.:81 44,930
ACPS PROP 2,_87
MISC 145
MOTV WEIGHT 4147 22,159 46,3 f:_O 616 0
TOTAL MOTV WEIGHT 75,472 *-
_ 77Et-437W
Fig. 4.19.4 Construction C6 Summary Wt Statement, kg
4--_9
...........................................-___ - _ :- _










1::: ST.UCTUnETHERMAL PILOT 48
_+ EP8 2B
_:': AVIONICS 149
;-_ _:: ECt._ 611
: _:: CREWACCOM 758
PROPULSION 6
• : RECOVERY _.
:_:?: CONTINGENCY (2b%) _lJ3
'_'" TOTAL DRY WEIGHT _76f_
,,, o
,#.. CREW 121 163
-_, T CONSUMABLES (17 DAYS) 219
:;_xt, BURNOUTWEIGHT 4147
"+ " NOTES
- _,_- • MANIPULATORS, ETC..CHARGED TO GEN PURPOSE
_ _:_(T MISSION EQUIP,
--:_,,;i::i_ • EPSSUBSYS ISPOWERDISTR. ONLY - REMAINDER OF
....'" SUBSYSIN PROP.CORE
: ,i_::' 1776.438W
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: 4,211 GENEIHC MISSION UC - UNMANNED CARGO TR_NSPORT i0,000-I00,000 k_
'( TO VARIOUS ORBITS
1': )
"_ Minnlon DnnaNption: Tha MO'rV in uaod in an unmannnd modo to t_'_.),_st'a_,varlaun
- nl_,nd om,_'on fPom LEO to high oaPtl_ orbits not att, l_,nablo with the Shuttle and IUS,
_" Tllo pvopnlnlvn eapabil]gy of th(-_ MOTV to tranr-ffo): l;ho_m pay!oadr to. oPbit,q elmf_'lng
: f)',)m 1,500 nml t_nd hlg'h h_,?!lant_on to GgO, op LIfO op al_eap(_) will bo doflnod,
",_-' C li n _:,__ctt)N_jt'lm,_:
Wo!o:h_;, , , , , , , , , , , 5000.. 50,000 kg'
'y
- Size NA) e e o o I e q) e o o e
-i Power NA, e o e * J e e ) e • e
= Orbit Variouu
._ o O e e o e o J e e e
::: Timeframe ........ 1980=:,I000
) . .
.. Llte/SerMcing Pe_4od , . NA
': Rationale for MOTV Use:
<2' • Out_ide the payload capability of Shuttle/tUS system
: • Lower transport g's than IUS





















} . 5 ,_ 'l?uenm.'ound Analy_l_
.-. Development of _.z_'outine turnaround proecs_ :ta require.d in cu,de:e to emj,l,,v tl_e
: MOTV to enhance man's util".z_,tion of the geosyneheonous 8pace region, Since turn _,
':- _ound operations l'epresent approximately 70'_5of tlm total MOTV mission, the process
i necessary to check, restore and prepnre the returning' MOTV for its next mission
i'i: should be analyzed and optimized to provide a reliable low cost turnaround program.
;,°
:; A definition of the turnaround requirements for the design reference mission
i.. i (DRM), S-l, MOTV configuration and an analysis of the primary sensitivity issues indi_ , •
.=",. cate the following '
i :
- • The MOTV is a fairly sophisticated spacecraft with man-rated systems, in _
_" eluding two RL10 II B engines, an attitude control and stabilization system a
i _ full complement of avionics and satellite servicing equipment°
i i • A routine cost effective turnaround plan must make maximum use of flight data
_ .... for maintenance planning, a high degree of test automation and MOTV main-
! tainability features in order to minimize tests, facilitate repair and reduce the
.:-. manpower requirements°
i.f
_,,' • Dollars spent on an effective turnaround maintenance program restore the re-
_F .'.
'_:':_ turning MOTV hardware reliability to the design g_als, providing a payback
i":) in terms of reduced risk.
:: The turnaround/maintenanc.e analysis discussed in detail in Volume 5 of this re-
,.' port, entitled "MOTV Turnaround Analysis" indicates the following"
_::= • The recommended turnaround scenario baselines ground turnaround because it
,,: utilizes in place facilities, has the flexibility to deal with conting'encics which
_":::i will occur during the operational shakedown period and provides a benign
i" environment in which to gain experience, work out procedures, _md refbm
: ,:: support equipment requirements.
,.
_, - • SOC turnaround at 200 N MI provides a viable alteruatc because it decouples
: the turnaround operations, f.rcm_ the STS sUPl)Oet., t':!i[.,:t,t,_;and mires_.... 'L.)_m'oxmmtc"• ',-i "
: ly SlIM per mission. SOC tu.tna[oun t, however, requires a significant
L_7'
i 7
_ . 5 1
00000002-TSC01
investment in facilities, _uppart equipment and MOTV maintain_bility features,
approximately $330M. Payback takes about 15 years, a_auminff an MOTV flight
rat¢_ of fl/year, The _OC option should be retained until the appropriate pro-
if,ram milestone, when tile followinff can be resolved,
SOC Olm_'ationt.'l attitude h_worod to 200 NM rather than the currant t:m_ump-
tion of 265 N MI.
Definitive costs obtained Jbr facility, MOTV design, and support equipm(_nt
costs.
- An assessment of the portion of the initial investment for facilities which are
chargeable to institutional improvements or other programs rather than
MOTV.
If the decision at the appropriate program milestone is to proceed with SOC, then
a progressive program which transitions from ground turnaround to STS tended LEO
turnaround, which would qualify and refine the SOC equipment, procedures and per-






;i:::_ 6- SUPPORTING STUDIES
,_,_:: This section contains supportin_ analysis relavent to mission modes selection,
_ll!"
,_,; MOTV performance IVA/EVA trades, crew capsule sizing and unmanned OTV payload,,_. P
,_, performance It serves as the basis for selecting various modes of operation for the:,'+ : °
o**,r








i i i i i | i i
e 1Y_STAGECONCEPTS HIGHESTPERFORMANCE
': e AMOTV & AMRV HIGHEST PERFORMANCE FOR "ROUND TRIP" PAYLOADS - BUT RETURN
. OF BULKY PAYLOADS IS QUESTIONABLE WITH THESE MODES
.- • APOTV, AMOTV, & AMRV EQUAL PERFORMANCE FOR "HEAVY UP - LIGHT BACK" PAYLOADS
: • SINGLE LAUNCH/MISSION MODEST PERFORMANCE USING AUGMENTED STS & HIGH
" PERFORMANCE ENGINES -. LOW MARGINS
..
• MULTI LAUNCH/MISSION AMPLE PERFORMANCE - HIGHER COST PER MISSION
• LEO TURNAROUND NOT COST BENEFICIAL
(USING STS ONLY)
%
• LEO TURNAROUND MAY BE WORTHWHILE WITH EVENTUAL HEAVY TRAFFIC(USINGMANNED.DEPOT)
1776.447W
- Fig, 6-1 Mission Mode Findings - First 3 Mo.
- ALL PROPULSIVEORBIT TRANSFER AERO MANEUVERING TRANSFER
: VEHICLE (APOTV) VEHICL_E (AMRV! ......
BACK.UP SPS
_.'_,'i' DRIVER CONSIDERATIONS:-
" . CREW& CREW CAPSULE
: PERFORMANCE & OPS
:-- - COSTS
1716-446W
, i , ii i i ii = ur i, i ii i , "








_NTRY MOI_I_ APOTV AMRV
i i _ , ..... _ ..... " =- _. ..........
CAPSULEVOL, 10,5 m3 25 m3 11,5m3 25 m3
J i I I /./ '" AMRV WEIGHTS DIFFER
........ _ ) F__ ...... _=_ BECAUSE:
iII
=
STRUCT 856 1620 555 1055 LESS RAD. PROTECT,NEEDED
TPS = 720 1202 ENTRY HEATING
EPS 56 6"0 76 80 SOLO PWRSUPPLY (4 Kw Hr)
AVIONICS 140 140 255 255 FULL GN&CAND COMM
ECLS 258 274 297 315 ENTRY HEAT SINK
CREWACCOM 418 .704 502 798 HIGH 'G' COUCHES
RCS 90 108 FULL ,_;UBSYST.
RECOVERY 478 638 CHUTL:L;;RETROSRM/LND GR.
CONTINGENCY 173 281 298 445
TOTAL DRY 1901 3087 -_281 469'6 .............
CREW 163 163 163 163
CONSUMABLES 95 176 113 196 RCSPROPELLANT ,
CAPSULE '2159 3426 3557 5255 1776.449w
Fig, 6.3 Typical Crew Capsule Wts
APOTV AMRV
• CREWCAPSULE LESSROOM IN FLIGHT DECK &
MANIPULATOR WORKSTATION
• PERFORMANCE GENERALLY 6% HIGHER STACK
WEIGHT
• RETURN FLIGHT OPERATIONS MORECOMPLEX
HIGHER ENTRY 'G'
12/24 HR TOGROUND 7 HR TO GROUND
• DEVELOPMENTCOST 15%HIGHER
• COSTPER MISSION R
1776-450W





0 E DAYS TO PHASE 10
1776.413w




i ' '_,'_, • PARAMETRIC
_,_ _ 2 MAN
! '!'.;" TRADES VS VS!_ _"-" INSPECTIONi_---,'_'_ • _ _1. !
i ° - 3 MAN _ I ]
i '" CONSTRUCTION VS VS
;:";:2• • PRODUCTIVITY CONSIDERATIONS1776.451W
! ° ram=l==
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" (k0) PUMP DOWN CABIN --
1000 _ PUMP _OWN
CABIN
DUMP CABIN
" 500 -- = NO AIRLOCK
_- ---- =WITHAIRLOCK
+ 100 200 300 100 200 300 0 100 200 300
_ MAN HOURSt
IVA ONLY IVA t90%) + EVA (10%) EVA ONLY
• 1776,452W
.-'
_-, Fig. 6-7 IVA vs EVA: Prelim Weight Penalty vs Man Hours for 2-Man Inspection Mission
++
•: - TYPICAL 2.MAN MISSION
USING 2 x 2,5m MANIPULATORS & GRAPPLER
;T 1500 DUMP
"- A I RLOC-K"'_
_ >.- -t.,/(YI r t,./i.J vw _
: AIRLOCI< _.,_
1000
f PUMP DOWN CABIN __'-- "_OUMP
CABIN
WEIGHT _ "",_ PUMP- DOWN





, :- 0 I ' ' _ I ...... I , I .....J,, I ..... I
': 100 200 300 100 200 ..... 300 0 100 200 300
"- MAN HOURS
• IVA ONLY IVA (g0%) + EVA (10%) EVA ONLY EVA ONLY1776-453w
,' .... ., ,, r .'., ., , ,, . ,,,,,
, Fig, 6-8 IVA vs EVA: Prelim Weight Penalty vs Man Hours for 3-Man Construction Mission
+" 6-5
7'
, ............. _+.++_ ++_--+:++_ + ++-_ -+:_--, +:,+ + ;+ :+- ++r:+:_ +,+++++- ?-:_-_+-+::_+:+-:+ ++_+-+_ , _ ._:, :.._+_+_ + _._::- -++ + ++r:-_-
'-+ :-_++ _..... _:.+ _++_ -+. +,- .
o( O00002-TSC07
IVA r_VA (10%) [ L_UMP PUMP ()N,
ONLY -DUMP CABIN CABIN CABIN
BASIC WEIGHTS (INCL EMERGENCIES)
MAN IPULATORS 390 390 = =
GRAPPLER 50 50 S0 S0
OPEN CHERRY PICKER = = 340 340
VIEW DOME 20 20 - -
TANTALUM SHIELD = - 140 140
GEO SUIT - 324 3._4 324
LEO SUIT 258 - = -
ATMOSPHERE PUMP DOWN EQUIP. - - - 33
EMERGENCY ATMOSPHERE 15 15 15 1
733 799 869 888
EXPENDABLES PER WORK SHIFT
ATMOSPHERE - 15 15 1
1776-454w
Fig. 6-9 IVA vs EVA: Detailed WT Penalties (kg) for Typical 2-Man Inspection/
Repair Mission
IVA(90%) + ,. EVA ONLY
IVA EVA (10%) DUMP PUMP DN,
ONLY -DUMP CABIN CABIN CABIN
BASIC WEIGHTS (INCL EMERGENCIES)
MANIPULATORS 474 474 - -
GRAPPLER 60 60 60 60
OPEN CHERRY PICKER - - 340 340
VIEW DOME 20 20 - -
TANTALUM SHIELD - - 340 340
GEO SUIT - 324 324 324
LEO SUIT 258 - - -
CABIN SUIT 8 8 B 8ATMOSPHEREPUMPDOWNEQUIP 4'=EMERGENCYATMOSPHERE _7 ;7 37 2
ss7 '"92'z.... 1i_9 11_8
EXPENDABLES PER WORK SHIFT I
ATMOSPHERE - 37 37 2
........... ,,,,,,
J1776-455W , ,





...... , ~_ ....
• REPLACEMENTOF MMS,TYPEMODULE_ REPRESENT8
A REALI_I'IC FUTURE TA_K FOR (_O _ERVICING
• MM$ MODULE REPLACEMENTREQUIRE_° U_E OF OCP, MMS
UNITS ARE TO(JLARGE TO HAND CARRY FROMMOTV
STOWAGEAREA TO SATELLITE
• EVA EVENT TIMES ARE BASEDON NASA WATER TANK
TESTS,SKYLAB, AND MRW$ DATA
• IVA EVENT TIMES FOR MANIPULATOR OPERATIONS
ARE BASEDON PRINCETON "TOKAMAK°°AND LOSALAMDS
EXPERIENCEWITH THIS PARTICULAR MANIPULATOR SYSTEM
1776.456W
Fig, 6-11 Productivity Considerations - Groundrules & Assumptions
NOTE: TASKSINCLUDE
100 PIN REMOVAL & REPLACEMENT,
WRENCH& SCREWTASKS.BOLTING
90 & ALLIGNMENT 84
80 BFR = BILATERAL FORCEREFLECTING
NFR = NON-FORCEREFLECTING








//"X10 6 6,1 _ 6.5
0 r-7 .....
HAND EVA IVA EVA IVA IVA
SHIRT APOLLO BFR GES NFR RMRC
SLEEVES SUIT MANIP SUIT MANIP MANIP
177_-457W
Fig. (_12 Times to Perform Typical Space Tasks
6,¸-7
ooooooo2-TSCO9
r ' i I .....RGMOVE& RUPLACI_MMS MOO FROM [_ REPEAT LAST STOWOCP&
'..' I 8/C & STOWOLD I I STEPTWO MORT _ TF1AVERSE_ACKTIMES TO MOTV
i (_ M_N_ (_0SM_NI '(2'6MIN)
:{o
i.
"'i'; DETACH TETHER, / TOTAL TIME _ 308 MIN








,,20 i i,o ij,o L
' I TOUNSCREW I/ _PLACEINTO /
_o._oLT,HOLO / REC_IV,NGRAC.!




i. UNSTOWNEWMMS I INSTALL NEW , _ REPEATSTEPSL__JSTOW MANIPULATORSL_ -
:' | MODULE & MANEUVER [ MODULE & SECURE r_ 2.0 TO 6,0 TWO[-_]& SHUTDOWN r---
,,. (7 MINI 110MINI 164MINI 12MINI
i,
;- TOTAL TIME = 101MIN
"':. PRODUCTIVITY a 96 = g5%
,*. 1776-459W lol







£1NGLE£HIPT WITtt PHA,_ING MUI.TI.gIll FT TA_K
8HIFT "_c:_
r .,,_...,. - :A [
J PRODUCTIVETASK "7,6 6,3 MR
TIME, 4 4 =
HRS 2.4
/) /J",'" NON.PROD,
I / _ TIME
_: // 2.Tj.HR
0 "_ 0 __L
IVA EVA IVA EVA
_1776-400W
Fig. 6-15 IVA/EVA Productivity Comparison For 2 Types of Taks
m nlu
e IVA FOR MOSTANTICIPATED TASKS
-- BFR MANIPULATORS
- STABILIZER FORBERTHING
• EVA FORCONTINGENCY AND EMERGENCYOPERATIONS
- LEO SUITS & TETHER (2 REQ'D)
- IN-CABIN SULTSFOR3RD CREWMAN
- EVA I"OOLKIT
1716-461W






"" %" | I I {_ ==._._ _1MAN MI_N_
"_': __ / I _l_._J_ ,_, - I 24m3
= ;.,:. p_ __ ===i=m=miC{_(lee _ ,, .... ..=== =,.,=1====_=,====_
, RI _==,w DR1 / | 17 m_
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i i,_,_7, CAPSULE DRY w'r vs NO. CREW vs DURATION CONSUMABLES vs MANDAYS
i ';_!;':; 8000
_:,,,_ 30 DAYS
,_,_=_ (INCL. STORM SHELTER) 18 DAYS
!;:2/;7
i ,; < ,APSU LE 4 DAYS _.._v _4
:ASULE /i ::° _ 2000 - _ 200
_" 1,5 DAYS CREW
! .'ii,,_" ._ _ TRANSFER TO GEO
i _: _ 0 _ = ' _ .....
! !_"' 0 5 10 20 40 60
NO. OF CREW MANDAYS
L- ":" 17 7E_-4_2W













.. 0 _0,000 100,000 150,000
: UNMANNED OTV IGNITION WEIGHT, kg
1 #7r_.453W







.;.T EXPENDAOLE OTV _ Z
(: .#¥ _ PAYLOAD DEPLOYED
".. 30,000 i / .EU_AUt_OTV









':" -.- J : .... I ,I ..... . ,, I
i:'. () 150,000 100,000 150,000 200,000
_: UNMANNED OTV IGNITION WEIGHT, kg
:: zT"t_.4_aw






U U U U U U U/__ / _..,_..,//"-I-
i:
.:-. _0,0Q9
4 LNCHg 10CORI; P[IOPELLANT):_" 20,1_OO, PAYLOAD DEPLEIYED
;. 2 _3 I:IEU_AI_LEOTV
'" 4 5 LNCH$
,_ , , .
':': 10,000
._ 1 PAYLOAD ROUND TRIP
: ,_ REUSABLEOTV
2 3
: .... I ,,I .... I , ,,I
i 0 50,000 100,000 150,000 200,000
: UNMANNED OTV IGNITION WEIGHT, k_
_-..i =776.465w
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7 - CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS
The generic missions presented here represent a best estimate at this time of
,imbrued mission requirements for the future. As a design goal, the MOTV should en-
de,,_var to capture a8 many of the_e mission_ as possible within reasonable east and
fundinff_ constraints. The MOTV configuration selected to support these generic
missions is a versatile, east effective, design. It is capable of accomplishing nearly
all e;enerie missions with minimum modification. Prapulsively, propellant drop tanks
can be added to the propulsion core capability to handle the full range of payload
requirements. Similarly, the crew module can be kit modified at low east and weight
panalty to accommodate a wide range of crew sizes, mission duration, and mission
dedicated hardware. Future studies should continue to develop this type of versatile
MOTV design.
7-I
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